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Abstract
This thesis explores the application of transfer learning with a deep convolutional
neural network for a cloud-based fault diagnostics application that recognizes
calibration errors in dental cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) imaging
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such an application may bring benefits to device maintenance by enabling remote
condition monitoring.
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Symbols and abbreviations

Symbols
µ linear attenuation coefficient

Operators
a⊕ b logical xor of integers a, b ∈ {0, 1}∫

L f(x)ds line integral of the function f along the line L

arg min
a∈A

f(a) the element a in A that results in the smallest value of the function f∑
i sum over index i

A ∗B discrete convolution of vectors (or matrices) A and B

Abbreviations
API application programming interface
ANN artificial neural network
CBCT cone beam computed tomography
CNN convolutional neural network
CPU central processing unit
CT computed tomography
EMR exact match ratio
FBP filtered backprojection
FDD fault detection and diagnostics
FDK Feldkamp-Davis-Kress reconstruction algorithm
FPD flat panel detector
FPGA field-programmable gate array
FOV field of view
GPU graphics processing unit
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol
IaaS infrastructure as a service
IoT Internet of Things
IP Internet Protocol
MAE mean absolute error
MLP multi-layer perceptron
PaaS platform as a service
ReLU rectified linear unit
RFID radio-frequency identification
RGB red-green-blue color space for digital images
ROC receiver operator characteristic
SaaS software as a service
SGD stochastic gradient descent
SVM support vector machine
QA quality assurance



1 Introduction
Image quality and correctness is a vital requirement of dental X-ray imaging systems
and an important area of competition amongst device manufacturers. Unfortunately,
even the best imaging systems may be susceptible to losses in image quality due to
various reasons such as device malfunction, miscalibration, software bugs or misuse of
the equipment or software. Artefacts and noise in X-ray images may obscure features
and make diagnosis more difficult or impossible [1] or even lead to misdiagnosis [2, 3].
Even when losses in image quality are less severe, they may have a negative impact
on user experience and customer satisfaction. Thus, it is clearly in the interests of
both manufacturers, dealers, customers and maintenance personnel to discover and
fix any such issues as soon as possible.

Some degree of fault diagnostics is usually present in imaging equipment and
software, as can be concluded from the large number of possible error messages and
diagnostic codes that the systems may present to users under various error conditions.
However, these are often mechanical, electrical or software related errors that prevent
using the equipment entirely. Thus, many issues with image quality are not covered
by the existing fault diagnostics. Imaging systems may offer dedicated tools for
quality assurance, but these tools tend not to be very intelligent, leaving the user to
make the final interpretations and conclusions. While visual defects are often clearly
noticeable to imaging practitioners, determining their exact cause often requires a
technical expert and the chain of communication and investigation required before
a problem can be identified and fixed can be quite long. Therefore, a system for
automated fault detection and diagnostics based on image data would greatly support
product maintenance and could also provide device manufacturers with valuable data
from real life operating conditions.

In dental practice, maintenance of imaging equipment is often outsourced to third
party organizations. Thus, in order to maximize the usefulness of a fault diagnostics
application, its results should be made remotely accessible to the maintenance
staff, so that physical access to the imaging equipment is not necessary and the
transmission of information is automatic, instant and complete (i.e., no human
needs to compose and send an email and remember to include all of the required
information). Ideally, when problems are detected, alerts should be issued to those
concerned with the maintenance of the system, along with preliminary diagnostics
and access to supporting diagnostic data such as log files, software configuration
files, quality assurance reports and usage history. This requires connectivity between
the imaging devices and the devices used for monitoring. Internet technologies and
infrastructure seem like natural and convenient tools to achieve this. Such device
connectivity and communication over the Internet neatly fits into the concept of
the Internet of Things (IoT). In the context of dental imaging, the IoT would
enable collecting, processing and presenting diagnostic data, such as raw sensor data,
software state, system configuration, error messages, reports, log files, and possibly
even captured images (however, collecting patient images and other patient data
may be prevented by legal issues). This would make it possible for management
staff, maintenance technicians and manufacturers to monitor device usage and device
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health in real time, as well as to investigate device history if required. All of this is
one-directional communication, and only a first step towards the true potential of the
IoT. In a broader scope, the IoT also offers other potential applications, including
scenarios wherein devices not only publish data, but also listen to commands sent
over the network. An example of this is an automated system for remote software
updates.

Alongside the required Internet and communication technologies and protocols,
globally distributed, scalable and cost effective storage and data processing solutions
are needed as well, in order to handle all of the collected data in a practical way. Many
modern cloud services provide multiple storage options as well as virtual machines,
web services and data analytics for highly and easily customizable processing of vast
quantities of data. These services are ideal for data generated by IoT applications,
because of their inherent scalability, versatility and easily approachable off-the-shelf
and pay-as-you-go nature. The synergy between the IoT and cloud computing
technologies has been noted by many authors [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. In addition to all the
business oriented data mining, big data will also enable unprecedented opportunities
for fault diagnostics, but these opportunities call for new methods, as traditional
tools for fault diagnosis may not scale to the large, distributed and versatile data
masses of the cloud [10].

Machine learning methods are a popular and useful way to approach fault detection
and diagnostics (FDD), especially when prior knowledge about process causalities
is limited or unavailable [11]. Because visual fault diagnostics is essentially a task
of image labeling or classification, recent advances in machine learning seem very
promising in terms of supporting this use case. In particular, deep learning and
convolutional neural networks offer great power in classification tasks, possibly
classifying images into thousands of categories with superhuman accuracy (on certain
datasets with certain problem formulations) [12, pp. 23-26] [13]. These technologies
have made image recognition more approachable due to their ability to learn directly
from raw image data, thus eliminating the need for feature engineering (i.e., carefully
selecting useful features from the data or designing elaborate feature extractors) [14].
Because deep learning excels at learning from large quantities of raw data, it is a
good fit for learning from the big data generated by IoT devices and systems. If
the training data is more limited, deep learning methods can still be used with the
transfer learning approach, in which a pretrained model is repurposed for another
task. In the medical field, machine learning methods, including transfer learning with
deep neural networks, have already been experimented on as a tool for diagnosis of
diseases in humans based on medical imaging data [15, 16]. While it seems likely that
medical diagnosis based on machine learning and image recognition will be reality in
the future, fault diagnostics for medical equipment (rather than for humans!) based
on the same techniques is perhaps even more approachable today and without the
same degree of legal and ethical concerns.

The purpose of this thesis is to explore the use of cloud services and machine
learning solutions for automated fault diagnostics of one product family of dental
cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) X-ray systems. In particular, this thesis
studies what types of methods can be used for fault diagnostics based purely on the
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visual information of the collected X-ray images. While these imaging systems could
provide many other sources of valuable diagnostic information highly compatible with
the IoT (as noted above), this thesis will not cover other potential fault diagnostics
applications in detail. For both legal and practical reasons, patient images are
excluded from this research and the scope is limited to a selection of standard quality
assurance (QA) images only. This work is also limited to diagnosing only certain
types of calibration errors that are both common, reproducible, visually recognizable
and have known solutions (i.e. performing device calibrations). It is assumed that if
the methods explored by this work are suitable for the selected error types, the same
methods are likely to be applicable also to other types of faults, provided that they
are visually recognizable and can be represented in the same data format.

Apart from fault diagnostics, there are of course numerous other potential benefits
of applying the IoT to dental ecosystems, including business scenarios (e.g. usage
monitoring and reports) and R&D scenarios in the developing organization (e.g.
discovering missing features or improving workflows based on usage statistics, or
even monitoring of proper use to ensure that warranty terms or legal regulations
are met). These aspects, while again possibly being part of the bigger picture of a
company’s IoT strategy, are also not covered by this thesis.

Because there is no previously available database of labeled QA images with vari-
ous calibration errors, the experimental part of this thesis will begin with generation
of labeled image data for the selected error scenarios. After that, the data will be
used to develop and train a supervised machine learning model to recognize these
scenarios. Finally, the trained model will be deployed as part of a cloud-based fault
diagnostics application that will eventually be integrated into a larger cloud-based
IoT application that is currently being developed by the device manufacturer. This
limits some of the design and implementation choices, such as the used cloud platform,
since the diagnostics application must be compatible with other existing software
components. Since one attraction of popular cloud platforms is that the wide range
of scalable on-demand services offering storage, computing, connectivity and other
infrastructure causes a reduction of required development and management effort
[7, 17], one further goal of this thesis is to make use of this advertised ease and study
how it is realized in practice. Thus, off-the-shelf solutions and resources provided
by cloud services will be preferred when possible, and attention is paid to how well
these adapt to fit the needs of the application being developed and how much can be
achieved using these tools with minimal effort.

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the theoretical
background and current status of the technologies used. In particular, section 2.5
provides a description of the application domain, including the background and
motivational context for the application within the domain and any domain specific
details that must be taken into consideration. Section 3 presents the methods and
tools used for realizing the application. Section 4 documents the experiments and
contains a discussion of the results, reflecting upon the points raised in the previous
sections. Finally, section 5 concludes the thesis and elaborates on future research,
potential improvements and related work.
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2 Background and Theory
Digital X-ray imaging is an important part of modern dentistry and is used in a wide
range of diagnostic tasks including, amongst others, detection of caries and periodontal
disease, investigation of temporomandibular joint (TMJ) disorders, investigation
of cysts and tumors and assessment of dental implants [18, 19]. In general, dental
imaging can be divided into intraoral and extraoral techniques. Intraoral imaging
works by placing a small detector into the patient’s mouth and scanning the region of
interest with an X-ray tube directed perpendicularly to the detector [20]. In extraoral
imaging, the patient’s head is placed between the detector and the X-ray source,
which enables imaging of larger areas and more versatile imaging modalities, such
as panoramic images of the whole mouth and cephalometric images of the whole
head [20]. Modern extraoral devices using cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT)
are also capable of producing 3D images which may in some cases provide more
diagnostic information than 2D images [21]. Compared to 2D imaging, 3D imaging
technology is particularly useful for detection of cysts, tumors and infections and for
evaluation of the structures of the jaws and face [20]. 3D imaging is also helpful in
non-diagnostic tasks such as presurgical planning and planning of dental implants
[21, 20]. In recent years, CBCT has become the leading 3D imaging technology in
dentistry, being significantly more affordable and compact than regular CT [21, 22],
as well as reducing radiation doses, speeding up scan times and increasing image
accuracy compared to CT [23, 19].

However, CBCT equipment is still much larger and more expensive than intraoral
imaging equipment, which means that dental clinics have a more limited capacity
of these devices. Moreover, commercial dental clinics may make notable revenue
from 3D images and thus, downtime is expensive. Because of these issues, it is
critical that the equipment remains in working order at all times. Unfortunately,
all devices suffer from wear and tear and may require servicing, recalibration or
repairs. Additionally, digital imaging relies partly on software components, which
may contain bugs and require updates. Finally, lack of training or understanding of
how to use the equipment may lead to accelerated wear or to unexpected behavior
that may be interpreted as malfunction or loss of image quality despite being caused
by a user error (systematic errors in patient positioning are an example of this [24]).
Many of these problems may be discovered either in the form of error messages or in
changes of image quality. In many cases, such problems may require investigation
and possibly one or several visits by a maintenance technician. If the problem is
severe, it may require suspending the use of the equipment during the time of the
investigation and service.

Maintenance organizations may face challenges in planning maintenance jobs if
the information their customers provide about problems is inadequate or misleading.
Misunderstandings may cause delays (e.g. a technician gets the wrong idea and shows
up with the wrong set of tools) and lead to sub-optimal scheduling and prioritization
of maintenance visits. In particular, some problems may be caused simply by
software configuration issues or user errors, and would therefore ideally not require a
maintenance visit at all, because they could be fixed remotely by downloading the
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proper configuration files, by running an automated or guided calibration sequence
or by educating the customer on proper use of the equipment. But without proper
diagnostic information available remotely, a visit may be necessary nonetheless.

In addition to end users and maintenance organizations, device and/or software
manufacturers may also have an interest in finding out about defects in the delivered
products in order to maintain a good reputation, improve their products and stay
competitive on the market. For example, tracking occurrences of specific faults over
time may give an idea of the quality of the related components, or reveal undiscovered
software bugs. As another example, if R&D departments can collect statistics of
commonly occurring user warnings in device software, they may be able to improve
device usability by creating more intuitive user interfaces.

Clearly, imaging systems would benefit considerably from automated fault de-
tection and the monitoring and condition based maintenance it would enable. In
particular, it would be useful for the systems to be able to inform the dealer and
maintenance organizations as soon as problems arise or symptoms of sub-optimal
quality are detected. This requires device connectivity, data collection, data storage
and artificial intelligence techniques. Several partly overlapping recent technologies
and computing paradigms seem to support this use case particularly well. In the
following subsections, these technologies are introduced and discussed in the context
of image-based fault detection of dental CBCT systems. Section 2.1 provides a brief
introduction to CBCT technology and the types of visual defects that can arise
due to various error scenarios, with a particular focus on the types of calibration
errors that will be considered for this thesis. Section 2.2 first discusses the concept
of fault detection and diagnostics in general, and then goes on to introduce previous
research on the subjects of image based fault diagnostics using machine learning
methods. After this, section 2.3 is dedicated to image recognition using machine
learning methods, in order to provide theoretical background for the methods used in
the fault diagnostics application. Finally, section 2.4 discusses cloud computing and
the Internet of things and their potential applications to device health monitoring.

2.1 CBCT imaging and image quality
Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) has become one of the most popular and
useful extraoral imaging modalities in dental imaging, largely due to its practicality
(smaller size, lower cost and faster scan time), image quality and lower radiation
doses compared to traditional computed tomography (CT) [19, 22, 23]. CBCT differs
from conventional CT by using a cone shaped beam of X-ray radiation in a circular
trajectory and a single detector rather than fan shaped (flat) beam in a helical
trajectory and rows of detectors [22, 25]. CBCT produces three-dimensional digital
images consisting of (usually) cubic voxels which are reconstructed from a large
number of individual two-dimensional projections [25, 26]. These 3D images can
then be displayed either as rendered 3D models or as 2D slices.

A picture of a CBCT device is shown in Figure 1. CBCT devices consist of
supporting structures and a C-shaped rotating arm (C-arm) with a radiation source
(X-ray tube) and a detector mounted on opposite sides. The target object (patient
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or phantom) is placed between the radiation source and the detector. During a scan,
the C-arm rotates in a circular trajectory around the target, collecting hundreds
of frames from different angles. The frames are sent to a reconstruction computer
which uses the frames to compute a 3D reconstruction of the target object.

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of a Planmeca ProMax 3D X-ray unit, from the ProMax 3D Plus
& 3D Mid User’s Manual [27, p. 11], courtesy of Planmeca Oy [28]. Main parts are numbered:
(1) C-arm, (2) sensor (detector), (3) tube head, (4) patient supports, (5) patient support table,
(6) patient handles, (7) patient positioning controls, (8) touch screen, (9) telescopic column, (10)
stationary column, (11) emergency stop button.

The X-ray tube is a vacuum tube that creates X-ray-radiation as a result of the
Bremsstrahlung effect that occurs when electrons released from the tube’s cathode
collide with the anode [26]. Radiation exits the tube through an exit window whose
effective size can be adjusted using collimators in order to match the field of view
(FOV) with the region of interest [22]. During exposure, the detector reacts to
the radiation that passes through the target object and creates digital images (raw
frames) that represent 2D projections of the target object, in which the intensity of
each point (pixel) aims to represent the total attenuation

∫
L µ(x, y, z)ds along the

line L between that point and the radiation source [26, 29]. The linear attenuation
coefficient µ(x, y, z) of the target object is not measured directly, but it is related to
the intensity of the radiation leaving the radiation source, and the intensity of the
radiation reaching the detector. Furthermore, the linear attenuation coefficient also
depends on the spectrum of the radiation, which is not monochromatic [29]. Taking
the photon energies into account, the number Nd of unabsorbed photons reaching
the detector after having traveled the linear path L is given by

Nd =
∫ ∞

0
Ns(E)e−

∫
L

µ(x,y,z,E)dsdE (1)
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where Ns(E) is the number of source photons of the energy E [29]. If the radiation
is, nonetheless, assumed to be monochromatic, equation 2 can be simplified to∫

L
µ(x, y, z)ds = ln Ns

Nd

(2)

[29].
The capacity of the detector to react to incoming photons depends on the photon’s

energy and the thickness and attenuation coefficient of the detector, through a quantity
η called quantum efficiency, which gives the probability that the photon will be
absorbed by the detector [30]. Detective quantum efficiency (DQE) is a related
quantity that takes also noise into account and thus gives a more useful idea of the
signal and noise properties of the detector[30]. The detectors used by modern CBCT
systems are often flat panel detectors (FPDs) [26]. Flat panel detectors typically
contain a scintillator layer that converts the X-ray radiation to visible light, and
a grid of pixels, each consisting of a photodiode and a thin-film transistor [22, 30].
Scintillator thickness, and thus quantum efficiency, is limited by the diffusion of light
within the scintillator (which increases with thickness), however, diffusion can be
reduced significantly using structured scintillators containing cesium iodide crystals
[31]. Some FPDs do not contain a scintillator and instead contain photoconductors
that react directly to X-ray radiation [31]. According to Scarfe and Farman [22], flat
panel detectors have a wider dynamic range and cause less peripheral distortion than
other types of detectors.

The reconstruction process uses an algorithm that fuses the raw frames into
one 3D volume. Thus, reconstruction is the inverse problem of the calculation of
projections for a known target object. The most used reconstruction algorithms
for CBCT are filtered backprojection (FBP) methods [26], of which the Feldkamp-
Davis-Kress (FDK) algorithm [32] and variations thereof are the most common [22].
FBP methods consist of first filtering the projection data (to reduce blur and high
frequency noise) and then using the filtered projections to calculate the attenuation
coefficients of points (pixels/voxels) along lines passing through the target object [26].
According to Turbell [33, p. 13], some of the main shortcomings of FBP include the
computational complexity and streaking artefacts in the presence of metal objects,
however, some of these problems are partly solved by improvements and variations
of the basic algorithm. In addition to FBP methods, alternatives exist in the form
of algebraic reconstruction techniques and statistical reconstruction, but these are
less commonly used due to longer computational times [26].

Factors that contribute to the quality of CBCT images include sharpness, contrast
and the presence of noise and artefacts [26]. Perceived sharpness depends on many
factors, such as the resolution of the detector, the quality of the radiation source, the
exposure parameters, the reconstructed voxel size and the number and spacing of
raw frames [25, 26]. Generally, there is a trade-off between sharpness and noise, as
well as between sharpness and radition dose. For example, noise can be reduced with
a smoothing filter but this reduces sharpness [26]. Image quality may be improved
by increasing the power of the X-ray tube or by using longer exposure times or a
larger amount of exposed frames, but such methods also increase the radiation dose,
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which is often not desirable because lower doses are preferred for patient safety [25].

2.1.1 Device calibration

Before reconstruction, the raw frames are often preprocessed in various ways to
compensate for known nonidealities and defects (such as detector bias, gain and bad
pixels) [26]. In order for this preprocessing to be successful, certain measurements
and calibrations are necessary.

Pixels of the detector exhibit measurement noise, which can be modeled using a
simple linear model

p = v · k + δ, (3)

where p is the measured value, v is the true value, δ is the pixel bias and k is the
pixel gain. Pixel bias, offset or dark current can be dealt with by collecting an
offset map and subtracting it from acquired frames [34]. The offset map is created
before capturing the actual image, by calculating the average of a number of dark
frames captured without activating the radiation source. Variations in pixel gain
are corrected by normalizing the frames based on a gain map or flat field image,
which is created by averaging a number of exposures with nothing placed between
the radiation source and the detector. This flat field image is also corrected for
dark current [35]. The basic dark and flat field correction can be summarized with
the following equation, where each pixel C(x, y) of the corrected image is given by
[34, 35, 36]:

C(x, y) = Avg(G−OG) · R(x, y)−OR(x, y)
G(x, y)−OG(x, y) , (4)

where R is the raw (uncorrected) image, G is the uncorrected gain map, OR and
OG are the offset maps for the captured image and the gain map, respectively, and
Avg(G − OG) is the average pixel value of the offset corrected gain map. Many
variations and improvements have been proposed to this basic correction method,
some of which are presented in [36], [34] and [35]. Figure 2 shows the results of the
corrections made to a raw frame on a typical 3D CBCT device.

Figure 2: Preprocessing of a raw frame. From left to right: flat field image (after dark correction),
raw frame (with no correction), corrected frame.
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Some pixels of the detector may be completely defective and cannot be corrected
using the above correction formula. These are commonly called bad pixels. To
account for bad pixels, a bad pixel map can be collected and stored for future images.
During imaging, values of the pixels marked as bad pixels in the bad pixel map can
then be ignored and replaced with values interpolated from neighboring pixels [34].

The reconstruction algorithm needs to know the position of the detector and
the radiation source for each captured frame. Geometric calibration is required in
order to determine these positions along the rotational trajectory, and lack of such
calibration may cause reduced image quality. Figure 3 illustrates the effect of poor
geometric calibration. The picture shows horizontal slices of two 3D images of the
same quality assurance phantom, where one image has been taken with normal
calibration values and the other one has been taken after miscalibrating the device
on purpose (by adjusting the step size of the step motor that drives the rotation).
This geometry error appears as deformation, misalignment and blur of the circular
structures visible in the normal slice.

Figure 3: Corresponding slices from two images of the same phantom taken with different geometry
calibrations. Left: normal image, right: image displaying artefacts due to invalid geometry
calibration.

Other calibration options may be present depending on the device. Some CBCT
devices offer collimator calibration, which allows adjusting the zero-position of the
left, right, bottom and top collimator blades. If the collimator opening is too wide,
it unnecessarily exposes the patient to radiation outside of the region of interest. On
the other hand, if the collimator opening is too narrow, it will lead to raw frames
that contain unexposed areas. In reconstructed images, this may present itself as
blurring around the edges of an object or as additional artefacts. Figure 4 shows an
example of this.
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Figure 4: Corrected frames (left column) and slices from two different types of images with normal
(top row) and too narrow (bottom row) collimation. Note the black (unexposed) edge in the second
corrected frame and the effect it has on the reconstruction. The corrected frames are from the
images in the central column, however each row shares exactly the same collimator calibration for
both images.

2.2 Fault detection and diagnostics
The purpose of Fault Detection and Diagnostics (FDD) is to automatically detect
and determine the causes of faults occurring in a system [11]. FDD can be further
followed by prognostics to predict the future state of the system, such as how long
the system is likely to remain operational and what types of failures can be expected
[11, 37]. According to Schwabacher & Goebel [37], FDD and prognostics provide two
benefits: improved safety due to the ability of spotting and diagnosing problems early,
and reduced maintenance costs due to a possibility of more efficient maintenance
scheduling. Intuitively, the statement about improved safety can be extended to
the improvement of other quality measures as well, in cases where faults lead to
more general quality degradation rather than direct safety hazards. According to
Worden & Dulieu-Barton [38], FDD also reduces the need to over-design systems for
extended failure resistance. Worden & Dulieu-Barton further point out that FDD
can be used not only for detecting critical failures, but also for detecting more subtle
faults that may cause problems later on [38].

FDD provides a basis for automated condition monitoring and condition-based
maintenance (CBM), i.e., scheduling maintenace on demand only [11, 38]. According
to [39], preventive maintenance schemes, including CBM and time-based maintenance
(where maintenance is scheduled periodically) provide benefits over simple corrective
maintenance (i.e., waiting for failures to occur) in the form of reduced system
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downtime and reduced maintenance costs, by fixing problems before they lead to
critical failures, which are more expensive to fix. Time-based maintenance may be
scheduled too early or too late, because not all failures are related to aging, and even
ones that are do not occur deterministically at a specific time [40]. CBM avoids this
issue by attempting to adaptively schedule maintenance when it is needed. Naturally,
when CBM is based on automated fault diagnostics, it can also be coupled with
additional diagnostics information.

FDD has traditionally been associated with physical systems and processes,
and much of the theory found in literature, especially for detection, is based on
mathematical models of the underlying systems. In these cases, faults can be detected
e.g. by comparing differences between measured values and values predicted using
state predictors or output predictors [41]. Because these kinds of methods make
use of models based on prior knowledge of system behavior and parameters, they
are called model-based [42] or knowledge-based [10] methods. The models used in
such techniques can vary in form (i.e., dynamic or steady-state, input-output or
state-space, linear or non-linear), and in level of detail (detailed or simplified) [42, 11].
Very complex models often have large amounts of parameters. many of which can
be unknown. In such cases, parameter estimation can often be employed [41]. In
addition to such quantitative model-based methods based on exact or approximated
physics, there exists also a large class of model-based methods based on human
experience, which are called qualitative model-based methods and include simple
rules and limits, as well as elaborate expert systems, fault trees and models based on
qualitative physics [42, 11].

The benefits of model-based FDD methods include transparency (the parameters
and their relationships are known), physical justification (models are based on first
principles or empirical knowledge) and, in theory, accuracy (in practice, good accuracy
requires an accurate model and well estimated parameters) [11]. There are, however
cases in which such models are impractical. Accurate models may need to be very
complex and the underlying system must be well understood in order to develop them
[11]. Particularly in the case of quantitative models, the representational capacity is
limited to certain types of systems. For example, many quantitative model-based
methods only work with linear models, and linearization may not be an appropriate
approximation for many systems [43]. Some systems, devices and processes may be
altogether infeasible to model using mathematical equations. For example, it would
not make much sense to try to apply physics-based modeling to a system that is
heavily based on software or human interaction. Rule-based systems, on the other
hand, depend on the expertise and knowledge of their developers and suffer from
the difficulty of verifying that they work under all circumstances [11]. Therefore, if
the details about internal system behavior and interactions are not known (or are
too complex), or if required system inputs cannot be measured or estimated during
runtime, any model-based method is not a good choice. Such systems represent a
large part of all systems that would benefit from FDD, and therefore require different
methods.

Data-driven or black box methods are an alternative in cases where model-based
methods cannot be applied. These methods may be either statistical or based on
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some machine learning or pattern recognition technique, and require no knowledge of
the actual system, because rather than working with a given model, they internally
create (learn) a model based on observations of inputs and outputs [11]. The internal
models need not have any logical or easily recognizable connection to the physical
system. One of the main drawbacks of black box models is that there are generally
no theoretical guarantees for model accuracy, only experimental results with a test
dataset. The models can also only learn from the data they are trained with, and
therefore the data must adequately represent all conditions that the model needs
to be able to handle [11, 38]. If the data is not versatile enough, or is skewed
towards certain conditions and leaves others underrepresented (e.g. if most data
samples are from normal operating conditions without faults), overfitting can also be
a problem. Nevertheless, data-driven models are common because they require less
knowledge of the system and less time to develop [43]. Popular data-driven methods
include artificial neural networks (ANNs) [43] and support vector machines (SVMs)
[10]. More recently, deep learning (using deep neural networks) has been studied
as a solution for FDD, particularly in connection to large data masses and cloud
computing [10, 44].

In the case of X-ray imaging systems, system inputs include at least the exposure
parameters (e.g. voltage, current and exposure time), the collimation, the device
calibration, the target object being imaged and the angles and relative positions
between the radiation source, target object and the detector as functions of time.
Apart from the target object, most of these parameters are known based on the
imaging program and settings used. If an imaging phantom is used, the target object
is known as well. This suggests that a model-based approach might be possible
in theory, at least when limiting the FDD to non-patient images. However, in
practice, such a model would be complex and many of the inputs are subject to
noise (e.g. the trajectory of the rotating arm). Moreover, a model like this would
probably work best if its outputs were raw sensor readings as a function of time
(corresponding to the input functions), but such data is not usually conveniently
available to external applications, especially ones operating remotely in the cloud.
Rather, a more feasible model output might be a single image, in which case it is
likely that software components have also been involved, which would make the
system extremely difficult to model using the standard mathematical approaches
based on systems of differential equations. Therefore, the rest of this section will focus
on fault diagnosis using machine learning methods, and particularly methods that
are useful for image classification and labeling. The following subsections provide
some background on, firstly, machine learning for fault diagnostics in general and,
secondly, on image-based fault diagnostics, based on the available literature. After
that, the next section will focus on the details of image recognition and labeling with
special focus on the methods used in this work.

2.2.1 Machine learning methods for fault diagnosis

Machine learning can be divided into supervised and unsupervised learning, where
unsupervised learning is used for tasks such as density estimation and clustering, and
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supervised learning is used for tasks such as classification, labeling and regression
[45, pp. 98-105]. Supervised learning methods are exposed to datasets structured
as input-output pairs, where each output can be seen as a target, and the learning
process attempts to learn a model to recreate or predict the targets from the input
examples [45, p. 103]. Thus, supervised learning methods can be used to train a
model to classify or label faults, given a dataset wherein the inputs consist of internal
process states or process outputs, and the targets are the corresponding high-level
system states (e.g. fault categories). Because unsupervised learning is less useful
for fault detection and diagnosis (except for pretraining a supervised model used for
diagnosis [44]), the rest of this thesis will focus on supervised learning.

Because supervised machine learning methods rely entirely on input-output
examples, using them for fault diagnosis requires large amounts of data collected
from the system [43]. Collecting such datasets may be difficult and time consuming.
Furthermore, in order to diagnose faults, the data must include examples from system
operation in all conditions, including conditions in which faults are present [38]. This
can prove to be problematic if the faults are rare under normal operating conditions.
If this is the case, it may take an unreasonable amount of time to collect data simply
by monitoring the system in normal use. In some cases, this issue can be tackled by
inducing the faults artificially, however, sometimes this is not feasible, for example
if it requires breaking expensive equipment in every possible way or if presence of
the faults has a risk of causing dangerous situations [38]. Another possible option
would be to somehow simulate the data, but doing so would require a model of the
system, and if such a model exists or is feasible to create, model-based FDD could
potentially be used instead, eliminating the need for a machine learning solution in
the first place. Besides, artificially induced or simulated data may lack the diversity
of real world data, as scenarios such as unusual installations, unorthodox usage of
the system, interference from the operational environment, unexpected combinations
of multiple simultaneous faults (some of which may be unknown beforehand) and
general randomness and noise may be overlooked or hard to predict and simulate.

Recent trends concerning big data and the IoT indicate that data collection
may become less of an issue in the future, as devices will be constantly publishing
measurements and logs to the cloud [10]. Intuitively, if data is continuously collected
from a large number devices and systems all over the world, then that data will
(eventually) accurately represent all possible conditions that appear naturally in real
world installations. However, even with (or perhaps, especially with) practically
unlimited amounts of data, another challenge is choosing precisely what parts of
the data to extract and use for training models. A simple answer might be all the
available data, but it is possible that some (or most) of that data might not be
particularly useful for diagnostics and the huge collections of extremely versatile
data may become overwhelming to handle if the storage format has not been well
thought out. Particularly with traditional machine learning methods, feature design,
extraction and selection can be difficult and impractical [46]. According to Zhao
et al. [46] and Xu et al. [10], deep learning may be an effective solution to fault
diagnostics and machine health monitoring using big data, largely due to its ability
to learn from raw data and internally extract relevant features. But even with deep
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learning, the format of the data must be precisely defined, because a model always
expects certain types of inputs and outputs. Even with deep learning, the choice
of input data and representational format is not arbitrary: feeding in all available
data in the most generic input format possible (e.g., unstructured streams of raw
bytes) is still probably less useful and less efficient than feeding in data in a more
specialized and appropriate format.

Another problem, from a supervised learning point of view, is how to label
enormous amounts of data. Devices transmitting data cannot possibly label the
data into fault classes, unless they can already perform the fault diagnosis (but
implementing the fault diagnosis was the whole point of collecting the labeled data!).
Clearly, the data must be labeled by a third party. If, however, it is to be labeled
by humans, it becomes problematic for the very thing that was supposed to make
it useful: the quantity. To approach this realistically, some kind of preliminary
data mining (e.g. in the form of unsupervised learning) could be used to filter out
interesting samples for labeling by experts. Another approach could be to collect user
feedback as well as data, and then somehow link this feedback with the data. For
example, a device might send diagnostic reports, data and logs at certain intervals,
and these could be organized by date and device identity. As maintenance and
corrective procedures are performed, they could be reported, including the types
of faults and the procedures that were used to correct them, and this information
would then be used to label the device’s data from the preceding time period. This
could be performed during manufacturing as well, when devices are tested before
shipping. Such a process is quite slow, but may be suitable for products with a long
lifetime, such as medical equipment.

Despite all the challenges, it seems like the IoT combined with deep learning and
big data processing techniques are part of the future of fault diagnostics [10]. Deep
learning offers a significant advantage over conventional machine learning methods
by reducing the amount of knowledge and work required for feature engineering. An
additional advantage is that if a system requires multiple related models using the
same kind of input data but with different output (e.g. the same system needs to
perform both both fault diagnosis and prognostics), then all of these networks can
use the same foundation of a single deep network (which only needs to be trained
once) and use different top layers that are trained separately, thus reducing the total
training time and eliminating the need to design two models from scratch [46]. This
is related to the concept of transfer learning, which will be discussed in section 2.3.3.

2.2.2 Image based fault diagnostics

Although FDD is often used with low level signals and sensor data, many systems
exhibit faults that can be detected and recognized by visual inspection. This is
particularly true for systems that produce physical products or digital images as their
output, including, of course, dental X-ray systems. Image-based fault diagnostics
can be applied to such systems to monitor quality and determine causes of artefacts
and other defects that can be recognized visually.

The simplest forms of image based FDD consist of basic image processing tech-
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niques (i.e. filters, thresholding etc.) and hand-crafted heuristics on the results of the
processing. One example of such an application is presented by Mery & Filbert in
[47]. Their application analyses flaws in aluminum casts by applying edge detection
to digital radiographs of the casts: if closed regions obtained by the edge detection
exceed a certain size and mean gray level difference compared to their surroundings,
those regions are classified as potential flaws. To eliminate false positives, the po-
tential flaws are then tracked in a sequence of images from slightly different angles,
based on the assumption that the true positives will be found in many of the images
of this sequence, whereas false positives are likely to appear only in a single image
[47]. Interestingly, the article also mentions more sophisticated visual FDD methods,
including an approach based on artificial neural networks, whose performance the
authors consider to be unsatisfactory for use in industry [47]. It should be noted,
however, that the article on ANN-based fault detection [48] cited by Mery & Filbert
is quite old (1994) and uses more primitive methods and hardware than what is
available today. Furthermore, in a subsequent publication [49], Mery et al. do explore
artificial neural networks for the same task of aluminum cast inspection.

Campbell et al. [50] present a range of techniques for automatic fault detection
of fabrics using photographic images and various signal processing techniques and
probabilistic models. Some of the techniques employed in their work are image
binarization, a windowed discrete Fourier transform (as a feature extractor), Hough
transforms and model-based clustering. The authors also state that fault detection as
a classification problem may be difficult if the possible failure cases are not distinct or
specific enough to be characterized and identified. To remedy this, they recommend
using a binary classification: normal and not normal [50]. Such a scheme, of course,
enables fault detection but not diagnosis. Lumping together similar classes into
broader categories without going all the way to binary classification could reduce the
number of visually similar classes, while still allowing at least some degree of fault
diagnostics. Of course, faults can be hierarchically divided into arbitrarily specific
categories, and when defining the types of faults to recognize, one must choose an
appropriate level of detail. It seems natural that learning more diagnostic detail
requires extracting more specific features and thus becomes more difficult, especially
if features are selected by hand.

More sophisticated and modern approaches are found in more recent literature.
Many of these are based on some machine learning method. For example, Chen
et al. [51] describe a solution for diagnosing conveyor belt faults using support
vector machines (SVMs) with an “enhanced artificial bee colony algorithm” for
feature selection. Jeong et al. [52] present a method for diagnosing faults in rotating
machinery using a convolutional neural network applied to images of rotational orbit
plots of a rotor shaft. In this method, preprocessing is carried out in the form of
normalizing the position, rotation and size of the images fed to the network.

In some cases, image-based fault diagnosis can even be applied to non-image data,
by converting signals to images and applying fault diagnosis using image processing
techniques. An example of this is shown in [53], where machine vibration signals are
converted to an image, features are extracted from the image and a probabilistic
neural network classifier is used to classify faults based on these features. Similarly,
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Zhang et al. [54] transform vibration signals from bearings into two dimensional
images, but then use a convolutional neural network as a classifier (without explicitly
extracting features). It could be argued that this is not really image based fault
diagnostics, but instead only an application of methods familiar from image processing
and visualization of the data as images. Furthermore, one might question whether
representing a one dimensional signal as a two dimensional picture and convolving
it with two dimensional filters is theoretically justified (e.g. what does 2D edge
detection mean for a pixel map of a 1D sequence). However, Zhang et al. argue that
these 2D visualizations are more easily identifiable to humans than the raw signals,
and that therefore they might be more easily identifiable to machines as well. In their
experiments, Zhang et al. reached better performance with the 2D convolutional
neural network than with a 1D CNN using the raw sequence data. They did not,
however, compare the 2D CNN with another neural network architecture typically
used for time series analysis, such as a recurrent neural network.

2.3 Deep learning for image recognition
At the time of writing, deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have become
perhaps the most popular (and certainly the most successful) group of tools for
image classification, segmentation and labeling. In 2012, the AlexNet architecture
developed by Krizhevsky et al. [55] became the first convolutional network to win
the object classification and object localization tasks of the ImageNet Large Scale
Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) [56]. After that, most ILSVRC entries have
been deep convolutional networks of one kind or another, or ensembles of many deep
convolutional networks. The record for top-5 classification error rate (where at least
one of the five most likely predictions is correct) on the ImageNet data set has since
improved from AlexNet’s 16.4% [56] to GoogLeNet’s [57] 6.7% [56] in 2014 and most
recently to SENet’s 2.3% [58]. These results show not only that deep convolutional
neural networks are now the most successful tools for image recognition, but also that
they are still improving. While a full description of deep learning and convolutional
neural networks with all possible details and variations is vastly out of scope for this
thesis (especially since new innovations and improvements are made at a rate that is
difficult to keep up with), this subsection will introduce the basics of CNNs, to an
extent that provides enough background for following discussion in this work.

2.3.1 Multi-layer perceptrons

The most basic neural networks used in deep learning are feedforward networks
consisting of layers of units called perceptrons or neurons, where each unit is essentially
a function whose output is the result of applying a non-linear operation to a weighted
sum of input signals [45, pp. 164-168]. Each neuron in a layer produces an output of
that layer. A layer’s inputs are connected to the outputs of the previous layer (except
for the input layer, which is the first layer of the network). A basic neural network
has an input layer, an output layer and intermediate layers called hidden layers [59].
When each neuron of a layer uses every input of the layer as an input signal to itself,
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the layer is called fully connected or dense. A neural network consisting only of
an input layer and fully connected layers is called a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)
[59]. Mathematically, the ith output yi of a fully connected layer with J inputs
x1, x2, ..., xj is given by

yi = σ

⎛⎝θi +
J∑

j=1
wijxj

⎞⎠ , (5)

where wij is the output’s weight for the jth input xj, θ is a bias term and σ is a
non-linear activation function [59].

The purpose of the activation function is to allow the network to represent a
more general class of functions, as otherwise the network’s output would always be a
linear combination of the inputs. It has been shown that a Multi-Layer Perceptron
with at least two fully connected layers (i.e. at least one hidden layer) and a non-
polynomial activation function can act as a universal function approximator [59, 60],
that is, given enough neurons per layer, it can, in theory, approximate with arbitrary
precision any function belonging to a large class of continuous functions (although,
the number of neurons required may be very high and there is no guarantee that all
representable functions can be learned using standard methods [45, pp. 194-195]).
Deeper networks (i.e, networks with more layers) can potentially represent the same
functions using fewer parameters and with better generalization beyond the training
set [45, pp. 195]. Two traditional activation functions are the hyperbolic tangent
function tanh(x) and the logistic sigmoid (often called just “sigmoid”) function

sigmoid(x) = 1
1 + e−x

(6)

which “squash” the output smoothly into the ranges [−1, 1] and [0, 1], respectively.
Another popular activation function is the rectified linear unit (ReLU), which simply
limits the activation to non-negative values:

ReLU(x) = max(0, x) (7)

The main benefit of the ReLU activation is that it can speed up the training process
compared to the sigmoid and tanh activations [55]. Goodfellow et al. recommend
ReLU as the default type of activation function in hidden layers, and discourage the
use of sigmoidal activations due to their saturating nature which can cause problems
with gradient-based learning methods [45, pp. 188-195]

The activation of the output layer is of particular interest because it can be used
to limit the outputs to a desired range. In multi-class classification problems, a
popular output activation is the softmax function, which scales the outputs of a layer
so that the activations sum up to one (so they can be interpreted as a probability
distribution):

softmax(xi) = exi∑K
k=1 exk

(8)

In multi-label classification, where the output is not to be a probability distribution
of the classes, but individual probabilities of each class, sigmoid activation can be
used for the outputs.
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Training a neural network consists of optimizing the weights so that they minimize
a given loss function calculated on provided input-output pairs, i.e., trying to learn
weights that produce the given output for the given input [61]. Optimization is
often done using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [62] or one of its variations, in
combination with the backpropagation [61] method for calculating the gradient of
the loss function. While gradient descent and other numerical optimization methods
find only local minima of the loss function (which are not global minima when the
loss function is non-convex), even these local minima may cause overfitting (i.e.,
memorizing the training data without generalizing beyond it). Early stopping based
on some criterion to detect overfitting (calculated on a separate validation dataset
not used as training data) is often used to stop the training process before a local
minimum of the training loss is even found [45, p. 274]. Other common techniques for
reducing overfitting include weight decay [63], dropout [64] and data augmentation.

2.3.2 Convolutional neural networks

Fully connected networks with added non-linearity between layers and a suitable out-
put activation are powerful tools but they have a computational problem: increasing
the predictive power of a simple MLP-type network involves either increasing the
number of neurons in individual layers or increasing the number of layers, and both
of these operations can quickly cause the number of trainable weights to explode.
To see this, one may consider a network trained to classify RGB images of a rather
modest resolution of 256x256 pixels. The first layer alone has 3 · 2562 = 196608
inputs (one for each channel of each pixel). Now, if this fully connected layer has,
say, 100 neurons, it requires 100 · 196608 = 19660800 weights to train (plus 100 bias
weights). Note that this is just one relatively small layer (and, for people in the 4K
resolution era, a very small image!). Fortunately, the MLP model is unnecessarily
generic, and there are more specialized tools that work better for image recognition
in practice. The key observation is that if the input data is structured, it is beneficial
to take the structure into account. For image data, convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) do just that, by focusing on local regions of neighboring pixels, rather than
all the pixels at once.

Convolutional neural networks often have an architecture beginning with a long
(deep) chain of convolutional layers and pooling layers, which is finally followed by a
few fully connected layers as the last layers of the network. A convolutional layer has
its inputs and outputs arranged as sets of feature maps, which are equally shaped
and sized arrays each corresponding to a single channel of the input or output [65].
Input channels are either the channels of the actual input layer (e.g., RGB channels
of an image) or the output channels of a previous layer. Instead of being connected
to every input, a neuron of a convolutional layer is only connected to a local (spatial)
area across the input feature maps. Excluding the channel-dimension, the size of this
area is called the receptive field, and is typically box-shaped (e.g., a line, rectangle
or cuboid, depending on the input dimensionality). Each output feature map is
associated with a filter of weights whose size is equal to the size of the receptive field
plus an additional depth dimension equal to the number of input channels [66]. The
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output feature map is the result obtained by “sliding” the filter over the input feature
maps and thus applying it to each local area of the input whose shape matches the
shape of the filter. Specifically, if there are K output feature maps, the kth one is
given by [65]

yk = σ

(
θkJ +

C∑
c=1

wck ∗ xc

)
, (9)

where J is the matrix of ones, C is the number of input channels and the ∗ denotes
a discrete convolution. For 2D feature maps (e.g. images), the convolution is a
2D convolution. Many implementations of CNNs actually use cross-correlation
instead of convolution but refer to the operation as convolution anyway [45, p. 329].
Convolution and cross-correlation differ by the order in which the filter is indexed
during calculation, but the training algorithm will cause the learned filters’ weights
to be arranged in an order that cancels out the effect of changing the indexing,
and thus the same results will be obtained regardless of whether convolution or
cross-correlation is used [45, pp. 328-329]. When formulated as a cross-correlation,
the operation for 2D feature maps is given by [66]

(wck ∗ xc)(i, j) =
HR∑

m=1

WR∑
n=1

wck(m, n) · xc(i + m− 1, j + n− 1), (10)

where HR and WR are the width and height of the receptive field, respectively
(R = WR ·HR).

As can be concluded from equations 9 and 10, the filters containing the trainable
weights are shared between all neurons yk(i, j) of an output channel, and the total
number of weights Nw = K · (C ·R + 1) does not depend on the spatial size of the
input, but only on the number of input channels C, the number of output feature
maps K and the size R of the receptive field. When C, K and R are relatively
small compared to the size of the input image, the convolutional layer has far fewer
trainable parameters than a fully connected layer applied to the same input (a fully
connected layer can be represented as a convolutional layer, whose filters are the
same size as the input). If the total number of network parameters is fixed, the
reduction of the number of parameters per layer allows spending parameters on depth
(more layers) rather than width (larger filters).

While the number of weights in a convolutional layer does not depend on the
size of the input, the size of the output feature maps does. Assuming the same
amount of padding on both sides, the length of each edge of an output feature map
is LO = 1 + (LI − LR + 2P )/S, where LI is the length of the input (along the same
axis), LR is the length of the receptive field, P is the padding and S is the stride
[66]. The padding is simply a number of zero-values added to the edges of the input,
typically to allow the filter to be applied to every input pixel (as one would commonly
do when filtering an image with a kernel). If padding is not used, the output feature
maps will be smaller than the input maps. The stride is the step size used when
sliding the filters over the input. With vertical and horizontal strides Sv and Sh,
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equation 10 becomes

(wck ∗ xc)S(i, j) =
HR∑

m=1

WR∑
n=1

wck(m, n) · xc(i + Sv(m− 1), j + Sh(n− 1)) (11)

[66].
Pooling layers share some properties with convolutional layers, such as receptive

field, padding and strides, but they differ by computing a single predefined function
(such as the maximum or the average) of their inputs instead of convolutions with a
number of learned filters, thus requiring no trainable parameters at all. Pooling layers
often use a stride equal to the size of their receptive field, causing a reduction of the
spatial size of the output feature maps (average and max pooling layers essentially
downscale or downsample the input). Convolutional layers and pooling layers are
often alternated in such a way that the pooling layers are used to scale down feature
maps between blocks of convolutional layers. Examples of such architectures include
the AlexNet [55] and VGG [67] architectures.

If the CNN is not intended to produce images as its output, the final layer is
typically a fully connected layer, with a number neurons equal to the number of
outputs desired. Because this layer is fully connected, it can add a large number of
parameters to the network. To reduce the number of added parameters, more pooling
layers and convolutional layers with stride (or without padding) can be inserted
before the fully connected layer, in order to reduce the size of the feature maps. In
some newer architectures (see, e.g., [68, 69]), the fully connected layers are preceded
or replaced by global pooling layers, which calculate scalar averages or maxima of
the entire input feature maps (equivalent to standard unpadded pooling layers with
a receptive field the same size as the input feature maps). This technique strongly
reduces the number of parameters and also reduces overfitting [68].

2.3.3 Transfer learning

Considering the rapid development of CNNs over the last few years, the vast number
of hyperparameters and architectural possibilities and the lack of any precise theory
for designing an “optimal” network configuration for any given task, designing a
CNN from scratch can be difficult and time consuming. Apart from validating a
model against a test data set (which is hopefully a good representation of the actual
problem domain), it is impossible to get any guarantee about the model quality,
and this can make decisions seem arbitrary. Additionally, training a deep network
with sufficiently large and diverse datasets is slow even on powerful hardware (most
deep networks are now trained on GPUs and in the future, perhaps on FPGAs [70]).
Because of the time needed to train a model, evaluating different model candidates or
even subtle changes to a single model can be inconvenient. Furthermore, collecting
large high quality datasets is a challenge in the first place, and training with limited
data may result in overfitting [71]. Therefore, designing and training state-of-the-art
performance CNN models from scratch may not be always be feasible for practical
applications.
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However, since deep convolutional networks are essentially performing feature
extraction in the layers preceding the last classification or regression layer, the layers
of trained deep networks can be reused as feature extractors for other machine learning
models operating on similar data [71]. Such a practice of transferring knowledge from
a model trained to perform one task to another model trained to perform a different
task is called transfer learning [72]. In practice this can be done by “cutting off” the
pretrained network at some layer and using the outputs of the last remaining layer
as inputs for a new classifier. If this classifier is trained with backpropagation, the
whole combined model (pretrained base plus custom classifier) can be trained on the
target dataset, either by keeping the pretrained layers “frozen” (i.e., not propagating
gradients beyond the custom layers), or by “fine-tuning” the pretrained layers as
well (i.e., letting the gradients propagate through all layers and updating the weights
of the base model as well) [72]. Another option, if fine-tuning is not needed, is to
precompute the base model’s outputs for the target dataset, and then train only the
custom classifier with these precomputed features as the actual training inputs [71].

The layer at which the pretrained network is cut off may have an impact on the
transfer performance. Yosinski et al. [72] list two reasons for this: firstly, consecutive
layers may be strongly co-adapted, so that the outputs of a particular layer are so
specialized for the weights of the next layer that these raw outputs are difficult to
learn from with a new randomly initialized layer. Secondly, the initial layers of a
CNN tend to be more general feature extractors whereas subsequent layers closer to
the output layers of the network become more and more specific to the original task,
making transferring to different domains more difficult with such later layers [72].

Transfer learning is useful for reducing the amount of data (as well as time and
computational resources) required to train a deep neural network, but also potentially
reduces overfitting compared to training large models from scratch, especially when
training on small datasets [72, 73]. For example, in 2014, Razavian et al. [74]
experimented on various image recognition tasks with a linear SVM classifier using
features from AlexNet trained for image classification on the ImageNet dataset. Based
on their success, they recommend comparing any new model to a simple classifier
trained on features obtained from a pretrained deep network [74]. Open source
implementations of many famous network architectures with pretrained weights (often
trained on the ImageNet dataset) have been published for use with various machine
learning libraries and frameworks (e.g. [75]). This enables simply downloading the
pretrained weights, which eliminates the need for manually performing the pretraining,
thus saving large amounts of time.

The effectiveness of transfer learning depends partly on the similarity of the
source and target datasets, with the target models typically performing better if they
have been trained for similar tasks and with similar data as the source models [72].
For example, Zhang et al. [76] use transfer learning to adapt models for bearing
fault diagnostics between bearings operating in different working conditions, and
note that the benefits are greater when transferring between more similar working
conditions. However, transfer learning with a model pretrained on a very large
dataset (such as ImageNet) can still be useful even when the tasks and datasets are
different [72, 77], and when combined with fine-tuning, initialization with transferred
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weights can be a better initialization strategy than random weight initialization, even
with quite dissimilar tasks [72]. For example, Shin et al. [78] report some benefits
from using models pretrained on ImageNet as a base for image-based detection of
various diseases, none of which are represented by any images in the source dataset
(which contains pictures of e.g. animals, vehicles and everyday objects). Notably,
image-based disease detection is not very different from image-based fault diagnostics,
if one considers a human being as a system and diseases as system faults.

2.3.4 Shortcomings of deep learning

While it is clear that deep learning and convolutional neural networks are popular
tools that seem to offer the best available performance for image recognition, they
have also been subject to criticism.

Practical use of deep networks may be limited due to hardware requirements on
memory and processing power. Training of networks is still slow even using GPUs
and much slower on CPUs. The slow training makes it more difficult to experiment
with changes in model architecture and hyperparameters. Even though prediction
using a trained model is much faster than training and can be done on less powerful
hardware, prediction times of very deep convolutional networks may still be too slow
to meet the real-time requirements of some systems.

Some methods have been suggested to reduce the memory footprint and/or
computational complexity of deep neural networks without sacrificing too much of
the predictive power. Distillation [79] is a technique wherein a large model or an
ensemble of many models is first trained, and then another smaller model is trained
with raw outputs obtained from the larger model. In classification tasks, training with
these raw (continuous or probabilistic) labels gives more information than training
with hard (binary) labels and leads to better performance [79].

Howard et al. [80] developed the MobileNet architectures (based on depthwise-
separable convolutions and global average pooling) to reduce latency of deep networks
for use in embedded applications. While the latency reduction is the primary focus
of these architectures, the resulting models are also small [80]. According to Howard
et al., the largest MobileNet architecture scores almost as well on the ImageNet
dataset as the VGG16 architecture [67], even though it is 32 times smaller (in terms
of trainable parameters) and does 27 times fewer multiply-accumulate operations
[80].

In 2014, Szegedy et al. [81] described the instability of neural networks to small
changes in the input. The authors found that it is possible to find adversarial examples:
inputs that look very similar to inputs that are correctly classified by the network
(i.e, the difference is imperceptible to humans), but are classified wrongly. Such
adversarial examples may be very unlikely to occur naturally (because generalization
to validation data sets can be very good), but they can be crafted to cause the
network to make arbitrary predictions, by optimizing inputs to the network based
on the network’s predicted outputs [81]. Some adversarial attacks require access to
the model, which limits their viability, however, adversarial examples may also be
transferable from one model to another: the same adversarial example may work for
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multiple different models, even if the models have completely different architectures
[82]. This makes it possible to generate adversarial examples using one model and
successfully attacking another model using the generated examples. Even though
adversarial examples designed to be undetectable by humans contain only minor
modifications of individual pixel values, they may still work even when printed on
paper and photographed, which suggests that they are quite robust [82].

The possibility of synthesizing inputs to generate any desired outputs obviously
enables attacks against machine learning models. Depending on the application,
these attacks may have very serious consequences, for example, in robotics where
machine vision is used to make decisions. Such threats apply also to fault diagnostics
models, potentially allowing attackers to create false positives or false negatives.
Therefore, attention should be paid to make the models as robust as possible to
adversarial examples, especially in safety-critical applications. Some of the most
successful defense techniques so far include adversarial training (essentially data
augmentation using adversarial examples) [83] and defensive distillation (distillation
in order to prevent adversarial attacks) [84], however more research is still needed to
achieve truly robust models insensitive to adversarial attacks [85].

2.4 Internet of Things, Cloud computing and Big Data
In many scenarios, the value of FDD can be increased by enabling remote access to
the diagnostics and to the data and logs collected by a system. This is especially true
for devices installed in environments that outsource the maintenance to third party
organizations and do not have continuous on-site monitoring of device health. Dental
equipment often falls into this category. The devices may include fault diagnostics
and quality assurance features, but such features often require physical access, and
making use of them may require expertise that is not available at a typical clinic.
Maintenance of the devices is often performed in a time-based or corrective manner,
and a condition-based scheme enabled by remote access to diagnostic data might
save costs and help prevent device downtime caused by unexpected failures.

In practice, by far the most convenient way to enable such remote data collection
and diagnostics is to make use of the Internet. In general, the practice of connecting
devices using Internet technologies may also serve other purposes and is gaining
popularity across many industrial and commercial sectors. The extension of the
Internet to appliances, vehicles, medical equipment and other inanimate objects seems
inevitable, and will eventually lead to humans becoming a minority among Internet
users [86]. This phenomenon of using the Internet as a global communication network
not only for people but for arbitrary objects (things) is popularly being referred to
as the Internet of Things (IoT) [87, 4, 86]. Many predictions of the growth of the
IoT indicate that the number of connected objects worldwide will rise to enormous
numbers already in less than a decade. For example, some predictions made in the
beginning of this decade state numbers between 20 and 50 billion connected objects
by the year 2020 [88]. Since there does not seem to be a clear line to draw between
what counts as being part of the IoT and what does not, the exact numbers of these
predictions are perhaps not relevant. Nonetheless, it still seems clear that the IoT
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Figure 5: Visions of the IoT, from Atzori et al. [92]

will keep developing at an accelerating rate in the near future. The IoT is even
considered by some to be a key part and enabler of the next “industrial revolution”
(often called Industry 4.0) [89, 90, 91].

Often, the term IoT encompasses both the actual network of objects, the tech-
nologies used to realize it and the applications and services making use of these
[87]. Beyond that, specific definitions of the IoT tend to vary (i.e. there is no de
facto definition) and different interpretations and assumptions about details seem to
be plentiful. This “fuzziness” of the term is recognized among many authors (e.g.
[86] and [92]). Atzori et al. [92] identify three types of visions of the IoT, shown
in Figure 5, which according to the authors should all be combined to reach the
full potential and a complete, unified vision of the IoT paradigm. Two of these
come directly from the separation of the term itself: “Internet oriented” and “things
oriented”. The third vision is the “semantic oriented” vision, which is concerned with
representing, organizing and making sense of the vast amounts of data generated
by the objects. In a sense, these visions all tackle different challenges related to
the IoT. The things oriented challenges are related mainly to identification. The
internet oriented challenges are related to updating the currently used protocols and
standards so that they scale to the massive increase and changed nature of Internet
traffic. Finally, the semantically oriented challenges are about how to deal with and
make use of the data. Solutions to many of the unsolved challenges faced by the
IoT are crucial for a successful large scale IoT. Some of these challenges include
addressing, uniform identification, efficient data processing and security. Additionally,
each IoT application has its own domain related challenges, and decisions to be made
about hardware, power supply, communication formats and local network protocols.
Finally, like many emerging technologies, the IoT also raises ethical and social issues,
and possibly even legal ones. However, this subsection will focus only on technical
challenges.

Because of the numerous possible visions and applications, there is no universal
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set of technologies, designs and protocols that would apply to all IoT applications.
The concept of the IoT (including the term “Internet of things”) originated in the
MIT Auto-ID Center, whose research at the time revolved around RFID [93, p. 12],
and early developments in the IoT field were heavily focused on identification and
localization [92]. Such IoT visions are essentially concerned with tracking of objects
and transmission of low level sensor measurements. Today RFID is just one of many
possible technologies that can be used for the IoT [92, 94], but it (and other low-energy
wireless communication and identification technologies) will certainly be essential to
the IoT as a whole, since many of the objects connected to the IoT will be small mobile
things. However, many systems, including the dental imaging systems discussed in
this thesis, are large and predominantly immobile and use wired network and power
connections. For such devices, wireless and low-energy technologies may not bring
major improvements and are not necessary for implementing communications.

There are essentially two ways that devices can be connected to the Internet:
directly or through a gateway or proxy, possibly via a hierarchy of local and wide-area
networks [95]. Communication can be either active (i.e., the device pushes data
upstream) or passive (i.e., a service or another device is used to read data from the
passive device and transmit it over the network) and many communication schemes
are possible, including client-server, peer-to-peer and publisher-subscriber. Because of
this, there are many possible architectures for IoT systems, ranging from a completely
flat architecture with directly connected active Internet-capable devices, to various
layered architectures with interfaces between layers and local communication between
actors within each layer. Examples of layered architectures can be found in [96], [94]
and [97]. Typical of most layered architectures is that they contain one or more low
level layers for the actual devices and sensors themselves, intermediate layers for
Internet communication, and layers for top level applications and services.

Connections using gateways can be appropriate if there is little object-to-object
interaction and/or devices are not “smart” or powerful enough to communicate
independently over the Internet [86, 98]. Such a scheme is also useful to reduce
Internet traffic since most of the communication can be done in local networks or
buses and only information and functionality that truly needs to be accessible from
everywhere will actually be exposed. Furthermore, gateway layers add abstraction
and simplify cases where objects are communicating using different protocols [98].
When there is a desire to connect existing systems and products to the IoT, a gateway
architecture might be easier and more cost effective to implement, especially if the
local network is already in place. However, a gateway also creates a single point
of failure and the centralized design requires both additional logic in the gateway
node and additional design and implementation considerations for the local network
or bus (such as choice of protocol, hardware constraints and mobility and range
limitations). This may introduce even more added complexity if the communication
needs to be bidirectional, i.e. if the gateway needs to not only collect and broadcast
data from local nodes but also to dispatch commands to them. Furthermore, some
authors, including Mattern & Floerkemeier [99] and Zachariah et al. [100], argue that
application specific gateways limit the usefulness of the IoT by requiring proprietary
protocols, thus preventing end-to-end communications using standard methods and
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reducing interoperability between vendors.
Things communicating over the network will be doing so using the Internet proto-

col (IP) and higher level protocols built on top of it [99]. Because of the potentially
enormous amount of IoT devices, limitations of current network technologies will
surely create challenges. One widely recognized challenge is the exhaustion of IPv4
addresses, which is already being addressed by the gradual adoption of IPv6. The
shift to IPv6 will increase the theoretical address space to 2128 ≈ 3.4 · 1038 unique
addresses from the less than 4.3 · 109 unique addresses supported by IPv4. However,
even with IPv6, the IP protocol may cause some challenges. Van Kranenburg et al.
[86] argue that IP, due to its unreliability and complexity, might be an unsuitable
protocol for certain cases, such as safety-critical real-time systems and very small,
low-cost passive devices. However, in such cases a direct Internet connection is
perhaps not ideal: other protocols can be used in local networks, and gateways can
handle the bridging to the Internet.

Regardless of what method will be used to identify objects and communicate,
each object will require a unique identifier to distinguish it from all other objects.
Even further, just one identifier is not necessarily enough. According to Sundmaeker
et al. [93, pp. 57-59], each object may need several IDs for different purposes and
for different contexts. Different IDs may apply only within certain domains and
each type of ID can potentially be represented in different formats. However, the
format must be consistent within the domain in order to enable object-to-object
and application-to-object communications. Therefore, in particular, if any global
identifiers are required, the format for such identifiers should be standardized and
agreed upon. Currently there is no single universally accepted global ID that applies
to any kind of object. Possible candidates for globally unique object identifiers
include at least Electronic Product Code (EPC) [101], Uniform Resource Identifier
(URI) [102] and ucode [103]. Manufacturers often have their own existing systems for
product identification and it might be a large undertaking to transition from these
methods to new ones, or to maintain both side by side.

In the medical context, the situation is somewhat more fortunate, because
organizations such as the European Commission, the Medical Device Regulatory
Forum (IMDRF) and the United States Food and Drug Administration have started
adopting a Unique Device Identification (UDI) aiming to provide a globally unique
identifier for all medical devices [104, 105, 106, 107]. The UDI consists of a device
identifier (in practice, a Global Trade Item Number (GTIN)), and a production
identifier, which may depend on the manufacturer or the type of equipment [107].
This means that, as the adoption of UDI spreads, medical devices will already have
a globally unique identifier. However, not all components of dental imaging systems
are classified as medical devices. For example, a reconstruction computer for a CBCT
imaging unit is not a medical device and therefore will not have an UDI associated
with it. For such components, application specific identifiers are probably required.

Of course, uniform IDs at a global level are only needed if communication is
required between different applications that have not been specifically designed to
operate together. A single application might be able to use its own identification
scheme, e.g. a combination of the manufacturer name, device type and device serial
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number, or whatever fits the purpose. While many authors (see e.g. [99, 108]) vouch
for the importance of a single, unified and truly global Internet of Things where
things are uniquely identifiable and communicate seamlessly with each other using
standardized protocols, it seems more likely at least within the near future that most
IoT applications will continue to be independent and isolated from each other.

2.4.1 Big data, cloud computing and cloud services

With huge numbers of devices continuously publishing measurements and other
data to the network, the total amount of generated data becomes enormous. In
general, IoT data is also very heterogeneous, even in single and relatively small
applications. For example, already in a simple IoT-based home automation system,
different devices and appliances (say, air quality sensors, washing machines and
surveillance cameras) will need to communicate very different types of data with
different meanings and varying degrees of structure. And of course, the more complex
the system, the more complex the data. In the context of dental imaging, possible
data sources include raw current and voltage values from the electronics, various
sensor readings from the mechanics, software events, configurations and logs, usage
statistics of various imaging programs, settings and user interface interactions, and
even final X-ray images. Additionally the format and meaning of the data may vary
between different device types and models.

Vast quantities of data with varying structure is generally referred to as “big data”
[109]. Big data, much as the IoT, is an old idea that has recently started to generate
a lot of hype and is increasingly attracting attention and use both in academic and
commercial contexts [110]. Naturally, the increased interest in big data is linked to
the increased generation of data. According to International Data Corporation, the
amount of stored data in the world exceeded one zettabyte (1021 bytes) in 2010 [111].
By 2020, that amount is expected to increase to 40 zettabytes [112]. In the future,
the IoT is expected to be one of the biggest contributors to the explosion of data
[110].

Besides hype, another thing shared by the IoT and big data is the lack of an
exact definition [110]. A widely found model of big data is the “3Vs” model: Volume,
Variety and Velocity [110]. This model highlights the characteristics and challenges of
big data: large quantities of data, large variety of data types and formats, and all of
it generated and required to be processed at fast rates [109]. Some authors add more
Vs, such as Value (discovering value from the data) [113] and Veracity (determining
the trustworthiness of the data) [109]. In practice, however, big data is any data that
cannot be efficiently processed (due to its size, format or other characteristics) using
traditional tools, such as relational databases and personal computers [110] [113].

Cloud computing provides a solution to many of the challenges (“Vs”) of big data
by offering massive, elastic and distributed storage and computational facilities [110].
Botta et al. [17] note that, while cloud computing and the IoT are two separately
evolved technologies, they are very compatible: the IoT produces data but needs
data management, and cloud computing offers data management but needs data.
Cloud computing applications are often implemented using third party cloud services
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offering “pay-as-you-go” pricing models, which make the services more approachable
and cost-effective particularly for small scale use cases and experimentation. Many
cloud platforms are designed to scale easily, in size and/or geographical availability,
making it easier to transition from an experimental environment to a production
one. Furthermore, all or most of the required infrastructure and resources (e.g.
storage, virtual machines, computational frameworks etc.) are readily provided by
the cloud service providers in the form of services (i.e., SaaS, PaaS and IaaS), which
are convenient to set up and require little management [113]. Thus, the development
process is greatly simplified because developers do not need to design and maintain
all of the supporting subsystems and background infrastructure, and can instead
concentrate on the application itself [7].

Many cloud services provide multiple solutions for both relational and non-
relational data management scenarios. Non-relational (NoSQL) database management
systems are increasingly used for data storage instead of traditional relational database
management systems. This is because non-relational databases are generally more
suitable for handling unstructured or semi-structured data [110]. There are many
types of non-relational database technologies intended for different purposes. Some
examples of non-relational databases include key-value stores, column-family stores,
document stores, graph-based databases and multi-model databases that attempt
to combine these or other database types [114, 115]. The choice of data storage
should be based on many factors, such as required features, performance, consistency,
availability, reliability and cost [114]. For example, if the data consists of large binary
files, a key-value-like object store with an appropriate identifier naming scheme
may well be the most appropriate solution. On the other hand, if the data is more
structured and more advanced lookup, filtering and search functionality is required,
a column-family or document store might be a more suitable option. For modeling
complex relationships between individual objects, graph databases are sometimes
the most suitable. Finally, conventional relational databases are also still effective
for managing data whose structure and relational properties can be strongly defined.
It is naturally also possible to combine several different database systems in a single
application, e.g., storing references to an object store as part of a document in a
document store.

Apart from storage, efficient and cost-effective processing of data is also required.
Data processing in the cloud can be divided into batch processing, where large chunks
of data are processed periodically, and real-time processing or stream processing,
where data is continuously processed from a data stream. Batch processing can be
done using frameworks such as Spark [116] or MapReduce [117], which are able to
parallelize computations between clusters of distributed machines. Such processing
schemes are ideal for huge volumes of stored data without strict real-time requirements,
however, if the application requires quick response times (i.e., seconds or minutes
rather than hours or days) to continuously arriving data, different tools must be
used, such as in-memory computing in small data batches or dedicated stream
processing systems [10, 118]. The lambda architecture combines batch processing
and stream processing into a layered system containing a batch layer for storing
data and performing batch computations on stored data, a speed layer for real-time
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processing and a serving layer which serves data from the two other layers (thus
serving a preliminary real-time view of recent data and a possibly more accurate
view of historical data) [119].

Some authors have also discussed introducing fog computing as an intermediate
layer between the things and the cloud [120]. Fog computing uses local computing
resources at the network edge to provide similar functions as those offered by tradi-
tional cloud computing (i.e. storage and computation). Almost any network enabled
device can serve as a fog node: e.g. servers, routers and, in principle, IoT objects as
well [121, 122]. The fog enables lower latency by reducing the overhead caused by
communicating with external data centers over the Internet. It may also have an
additional benefit of keeping sensitive data within the local network [122].

2.5 Application domain
Typical installations of the CBCT imaging systems studied in this work follow an
architecture similar to the one shown in figure 6. Each imaging device is connected to
a workstation and to a reconstruction server via a local network. The reconstruction
server is a computer used for calculating the 3D reconstructions from frames it
receives from the sensor of the X-ray device, whereas the workstation is a regular PC
used mainly for managing patient data and for viewing and post-processing images.
In addition to the main workstation software, the workstation computer also includes
a program used for device calibration and for performing quality assurance (QA) tests.
Besides individual device setups, each clinic also contains a central management
server, which collects data and listens to events from connected devices.

Cloud computing and IoT features are a recent addition to the products and
services offered to dental clinics by the device manufacturer. These features essentially
consist of transmitting the data from the local management servers to the cloud,
performing various data processing tasks in the cloud and providing an API and web
service for accessing device data. Devices connected to the cloud include dental care
units (chairs), dental milling units and imaging devices. Each device is identified
by its serial number, which is unique across all device categories. Devices transmit
various signals and events, including sensor measurements, usage statistics and error
messages. Communication with the cloud is one-directional (upload only) and is
handled completely by a dedicated module of the management server, which acts as
a gateway for the connected devices, delivering events and data to the cloud. The
cloud platform and infrastructure is provided by Microsoft Azure [123], and includes
solutions for file storage, databases, event stream processing, message queues, web
services and virtual machines, amongst others. Data computed and stored in the
cloud is used for visualization of device events, operational errors and usage trends,
which can be displayed in a web application or offered to third parties via an API.

One of the goals of the manufacturer’s IoT service is to enable predictive mainte-
nance of devices so that maintenance organizations can monitor devices remotely
and react to problems early. At the moment, this functionality is somewhat limited,
because the only remotely available information consists of raw error messages and
device events. While this information can be useful, it can be difficult to interpret
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Figure 6: Typical installation of CBCT imaging systems at a single clinic.

due to its low level nature. Furthermore, error messages read out of context may
be misleading or may simply not provide enough information. Finally, such error
messages are usually the results of either user errors or of electromechanical faults
that prevent use of the device completely. In other words, the available data are not
human friendly, and do not tell anything about subtle changes in device condition,
such as changes in image quality. If image data were to be collected into the cloud,
it would be possible to use the data for image-based fault diagnostics by leveraging
cloud computing and machine learning methods.

There are, however, a few challenges concerning image data acquisition to the
cloud. Firstly, image data (particularly in the case of 3D images) is large in size
and patient images from every connected device from all around the world would
accumulate at a great rate. Even though the cloud is designed to handle such large
data masses, efficient processing of all patient images is difficult. Secondly, sending
and storing patient data may present legal issues, as patient identity can potentially
be discovered from dental images. In terms of image recognition, patient images
are also challenging to process because of their great variance (e.g., in size, patient
anatomy, in the type of imaging program used), which would make it difficult to
train a single machine learning model to handle all of the data, at least without
enormous amounts of training data accounting for all the variation. While these
issues are likely to be solved in the future, they require extensive research and design
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efforts, and major modifications to existing software components and installations
(for uploading the images). However, a smaller scale proof-of-concept application may
provide insight into future possibilities, and may still provide some direct benefits.

The proposed solution is to consider data only from Quality Assurance (QA)
tests images. These tests are designed specifically to monitor device quality and,
as such, should be a good choice for computerized fault diagnosis. The images
are more uniform in size and the target objects are identical, specially designed
phantoms, which eliminates the need to learn to ignore variations in the target
object’s appearance, position or orientation and makes it easier to focus on learning
the actual faults (learning to handle such variations would certainly be possible, and
potentially quite useful, but would require more data than what can be realistically
produced within the scope of this research). The QA phantom is cylindrical and
contains layers of acrylic plastic and aluminum as well as a copper wire running
vertically through the middle of the phantom. A horizontal slice of the 3D image
should show the copper wire as a single round dot and the layers of materials inside
the phantom should appear circular and uniform. The QA test consist of three
programs: a C-arm symmetrical rotation, an elbow-arm symmetrical rotation and
a rotation with elbow-arm offset. Each of these produce a few hundred frames of
the test phantom, which are reconstructed into a single 3D image (the exact number
of frames depends on several factors, including the imaging program and the exact
models and versions of the imaging device and its sub-components).

Quality assurance tests based on image data are available in the calibration
software, but these tests are run locally and their results are stored only on the
workstation computer and are not integrated with the cloud. Furthermore, the result
of a QA test is simply a report containing imaging parameters and slices of the
resulting images as JPEG compressed gray-scale images. The QA report contains no
verdict on the quality of the images and leaves the judgment entirely to the person
conducting the test (the test itself may fail in extreme cases, e.g., if no image can be
captured or if the calibration software is unable to process the resulting reconstruction
of the QA phantom, but these failures are typically caused by configuration errors,
missing calibration files or user errors, such as using the wrong type of phantom).

Therefore, both the IoT service and and the calibration software would benefit
from a fault diagnostics application based on QA test results. For the IoT service,
the fault diagnostics application should provide monitoring of image quality and
issuing of alerts when potential errors are detected. For the calibration software, it
should provide an automated preliminary evaluation of QA test results. The rest of
this thesis discusses an application developed precisely for this purpose.
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3 Research material and methods
The purpose of the experimental part of this thesis is to investigate the possibilities for
implementing a cloud-based fault diagnostics application for detecting and diagnosing
calibration errors of CBCT devices, using image based machine learning methods.
The two main research questions were:

1. Can QA image data and machine learning methods be used to accurately
recognize calibration errors of CBCT devices?

2. How can existing devices, software and cloud resources be used together to
implement a fault diagnostics application that can be integrated with an existing
IoT application?

The research consisted of the following steps:
1. Collect labeled QA image data for three categories of device state: normal,

collimation errors and geometry errors.

2. Choose a suitable machine learning model and train it using the generated
data.

3. Design a cloud-based application for collecting QA data and for performing
fault diagnostics using the trained machine learning model.

4. Discover suitable components and services in Microsoft Azure for implementing
the cloud application.

5. Set up the required infrastructure in the cloud and in the applications commu-
nicating with the cloud.

6. Evaluate the feasibility of the fault diagnostics and the design and implemen-
tation of the cloud-based application.

The resources, equipment and infrastructure used to conduct the research included:
• 4 Planmeca ProMax CBCT devices with associated infrastructure, hardware

and software components.

• QA phantoms to take images of.

• A library for scripting automatic operation of the CBCT devices and their
software.

• A Microsoft Azure subscription providing resources, infrastructure and services
in the cloud.

• A laptop computer with a 2.7 GHz Intel i7-3820QM CPU, 16 GB RAM and an
NVIDIA Quadro K2000M GPU, for software development and experimenting
with the machine learning model as well as training it.

The following subsections will describe the research methods in more detail. The
results of the research are then presented in section 4.
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3.1 Data collection and preprocessing
The data collection step was carried out using four Planmeca ProMax 3D dental
CBCT setups along with associated software and hardware components. A software
automation script was used on the workstation computers for running QA tests
automatically and uploading the results to the cloud for storage. This automation
script was based on a library for automating device operation, which had originally
been developed for test automation purposes. The setup for data generation is shown
in Figure 7. The automation script takes a vector of error labels as input and then
operates in the following way:

1. artificially produce the desired error scenario(s) by altering calibration settings
using the device’s remote user interface (remote GUI)

2. capture QA test image(s) using the calibration software on the workstation PC

3. read the QA report and image files output by the calibration software and
write them into a zip archive with the error labels encoded into the filename

4. upload the archive to Azure Blob Storage over HTTP, using the management
server as a gateway

5. restore calibration settings using the remote GUI

The data available for image processing consist of the 2D frames (raw and
corrected), the final 3D images (most easily processed in the form of individual 2D
slices) and a number of dark frames taken before each image. Additionally, it is
possible to collect the gain map and other calibrations used during the imaging, as
well as various files containing metadata. Some of this data is more appropriate for
certain scenarios than others. For example, corrected 2D frames could be useful to
detect errors in flat field calibration, but would be useless for detecting problems
with geometry calibration. While it would be possible to choose a different dataset
and a tailored diagnostics model for each type of error, this would cause a lot of work,
and it would be preferable to be able to use the same model and a single dataset to
diagnose many types of errors simultaneously. Slices of the reconstructed 3D images
are the most versatile of these data and are a good choice for a general purpose
application using image recognition, because they can capture a large number of
faults from many different sources. They are also the format in which QA test results
are shown to humans evaluating the results. Therefore, the choice was made to
consider only image slices.

The number of potential flaws that could be recognized from image slices is large.
However, for this work, the scope was limited to a small number of specific calibration
errors that were easy to produce artificially in an automated manner. The error
scenarios that were selected to be studied are:

1. errors in collimator calibration due to bad placement of the collimator blades

2. errors in geometry calibration due to invalid step motor parameters.
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Figure 7: Data collection setup. The automation script, calibration software and the remote GUI
all run on the workstation computer.

Because no previous database of QA tests from faulty devices existed, all error sce-
narios had to be produced artificially, without permanently damaging any equipment.
Specifically, the collimator errors were caused by narrowing/widening the collimation
by randomized amounts, whereas the geometry errors were caused by randomly
adjusting parameters of the step motors driving the rotation of the C-arm and the
elbow arm of the CBCT device. Because of the rather limited range of root error
causes when inducing errors artificially in this way, it should be noted that the error
scenarios actually studied represent only small a subset of all possible errors, and
even each error category is actually only a subset of its type: e.g. there are probably
many potential geometry errors that could be caused by physical damage to the
equipment, but such errors were not studied. However, limiting the error cases only
to errors produceable through software may still be useful. It is certainly possible for
end users to make mistakes during software configuration and calibration, causing
invalid device calibrations (which is exactly the case here, except that the mistakes
were made on purpose). To some extent, it is also realistic that normal wear would
cause such calibration errors, especially in geometry calibration.

The C-arm symmetrical, elbow-arm symmetrical and elbow-arm offset images
of a QA test react to errors in different ways. In some cases, a certain type of
error may only be visible in one of the three images. Because of this, it seems
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better from a machine learning perspective to consider triples containing one slice
of each image type instead of just individual slices across all the imaging programs.
Because the slices are gray-scale images, several slices can be combined into one
multi-channel image, which can be directly fed into a convolutional neural network.
Also, conveniently, since there are three different imaging programs (and thus, 3 sets
of slices per report), the combined images will have three channels and can therefore
be visualized as RGB images, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Slices of each image from two QA tests and resized multi-channel combinations of the
slices with various amounts of preprocessing: (a) the elbow arm offset slice (bottom left) is rescaled
to match the size of the c-arm symmetrical and elbow arm symmetrical slices (top row). (b) each
slice is cropped or padded to contain the same amount of space around the phantom and the
resulting image is scaled down to 224x244 pixels.

Since the slices are of different sizes, they must be either rescaled, cropped or
padded in order to produce a single 3-channel image. Figure 8 illustrates these
options, as well as the effect of centering the phantom (by the center of the circular
objects) in each channel of the resulting image. The method for locating the center
of the phantom is based on a circular Hough transform and is described in detail
in Algorithm 1. Before combining the slices, they are all individually cropped or
padded to a square whose center coincides with the center of the phantom, and whose
side length is equal to a constant multiplied by the phantom’s radius. Finally, the
cropped slices are scaled to the same size and then concatenated into an RGB image.

If all slices were taken from each 3D volume, the total number of slices would be
very large. Successive slices of the same volume are also very similar, thus it seems
unnecessary to use every possible slice of every image. Fortunately, the calibration
software already performs a selection of relevant slices (to include in a test report), so
it is convenient to use these preselected ones. Usually six slices are produced for each
of the three images in a QA test. This leads to a total of approximately 63 = 216
possible 3-channel combinations per QA test. Training with all combinations serves
as a type of data augmentation compared to training only with certain combinations,
and should also increase the model’s robustness so that it can work with any three
slices as long as every slice corresponds to a different imaging program and originates
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from the same report (making it possible to perform diagnostics even if some slices
are missing from the report).

Following machine learning best practices [45, pp. 108-109, 118-119], the data was
divided into three subsets: a training set for actually training the model, a validation
set for tuning the model architecture and hyperparameters, and a testing set for
estimating the model’s capability of generalizing beyond the training data. Ideally,
with enough data, it would have been preferable to divide the entire QA reports
directly among these subsets and then populate each subset with every available
sample (3-channel combination) from the corresponding reports. However, due to the
small number of available reports, it was instead decided to divide the reports only to
two subsets: one for the testing set and one from which samples were further divided
between the training and validation sets. This method avoided an underrepresented
validation dataset, while still keeping a reasonable amount of training data and
ensuring independence between the training and testing subsets. The drawback
of the method is that, due to possible correlations between slices within the same
report, it is likely for the validation set to be too optimistic in evaluating the model’s
ability to generalize. However, since the validation data was only used for an early
stopping criterion and for tuning models before final evaluation on the test set, this
was not considered a big problem. 20% of the QA reports were randomly assigned
to the testing dataset which was then populated by creating all possible 3-channel
combinations from these reports. The training and validation subsets were created by
going through the remaining 80% of reports, and for each report randomly selecting
two slices from each image for creating validation samples, and using the remaining

Algorithm 1 Find phantom center
function Find center(slice)

I ← rescale(slice, size) ◃ Rescale the image to a constant size so
that all parameters work for images of
any size

I ← threshold(I, lowerlimit) ◃ Binarize and remove small pixel values
(likely to be noise)

O ← find objects() ◃ Find all areas of contiguous nonzero pixels
for all o ∈ O do

o← convex hull(o)
end for
A← expected area of phantom
h← arg min

o∈O
(|A−∑ o|) ◃ Of the convex hulls of all the objects

found, pick the one whose area (number
of nonzero pixels = sum of all pixels) is
closest to the expected area

E ← find edges(h)
x, y, radius← circular hough transform(E)
return x, y, radius

end function
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slices to create training samples. This way it was ensured that, even though the
training and validation samples originated from the same reports, their 3-channel
samples did not share any channels.

3.2 Model design, training and evaluation
Because the error classes for the fault detection are not mutually exclusive, the
recognition task was formulated as multi-label classification rather than multi-class
classification. The output data format was chosen to be a single vector representing
the individual probabilities of each label’s presence. The interpretation of the output
vector is the following: the closer a single value is to 1, the more likely is the presence
of the corresponding label, and the closer the value is to zero, the more likely is the
absence of that label (so in particular, if all values are zero, there are no errors).
Labels in the training data, however, are binary, and to make a final prediction, the
raw outputs of the model need to be binarized with some threshold.

Based on the literature, transfer learning with a pretrained deep convolutional
neural network seemed like the most appropriate approach for the machine learning
implementation. Thus the choice could essentially be reduced to a choice between
readily available pretrained models. Of these options the recent MobileNet [80]
architecture was chosen, mainly due to its smaller size (number of parameters) and
faster runtime and training speeds compared to the other available models. The
MobileNet models come in four different compression rates (which affect the number
of filters in the convolutional layers). The greatest amount of compression, 25% of the
maximum number of filters for each layer, was chosen in order to limit the number of
parameters, as the problem and dataset are much smaller than ImageNet classification,
which the model was originally trained for. Furthermore, since the literature suggests
that layers closer to the output become more and more specialized for the original
task [72], the pretrained MobileNet model was cut off at the 11th convolutional
layer, leaving out the last 16 convolutional layers and the final softmax layer. Other
cut-off points were tried, but cutting off later resulted in worse performance and
slower training, while cutting off earlier would have required a deeper classifier after
the pretrained layers, due to the larger feature maps output by the earlier layers.
Because the MobileNet architecture is implemented so that activations are separate
layers, it is possible to perform the cut before the ReLU layer, which was done in
this case because it gave slightly better results. The practice of cutting before a
ReLU activation is also recommended by [74], with the motivation that while the
ReLU layers are beneficial for the original model, the outputs before ReLU activation
contain more information, since the ReLU activation sets all negative values to
zero. The cut-off pretrained base model was then used as a feature extractor for a
custom classifier. Different architectures for the custom classifier were compared by
evaluating the loss on the validation dataset. The final classifier architecture and its
performance on the test set are presented in section 4.2.

Model training was done using the Adam [124] optimizer with a learning rate of
0.0001, a batch size of 16 and the binary crossentropy loss function (averaged over
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each class)
L(ŷ) = −y · log(ŷ)− (1− y) · log(1− ŷ). (12)

In addition, the following training strategies were used:

• Checkpointing: after each training epoch, if the validation loss is lower than
the previous minimum, store the model weights to disk (this ensures that after
training, the best model found during the training process can be selected as
the final model).

• Early stopping: if none of the last 20 training epochs have decreased the
minimum validation loss, stop the training

The output activations of the base model for each sample of the training and
validation data sets were calculated in advance and saved to disk in order to avoid
having to recalculate them during every training iteration. These output activations
were then directly used as inputs when training the custom classifier. This method
provided a remarkable speedup compared to freezing the base model’s layers during
training, and thus made it possible to train the model quickly even on modest
hardware. Training the model this way took about 45 minutes on the office laptop
described earlier. The Python code for training and running the model was made
into a library that can be distributed with applications. As long as the library
versions are the same during model development and later use of the model, using
the library ensures that the model will be built and loaded exactly the same way in
both scenarios.

Evaluation of model performance was done by calculating a selection of metrics
against the model’s results on the validation dataset. Because the problem is a
multi-label classification problem, standard multiclass classification metrics, such as
classification accuracy, are not directly applicable. Thus, the following metrics, as
presented by Sorower [125], were used:

Exact match ratio = 1
N

N∑
i=1

I(Zi = Yi) (13)

Hamming loss = 1
NK

N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

(I(lk ∈ Zi ∧ lk /∈ Yi) + I(lk ∈ Yi ∧ lk /∈ Zi)), (14)

where Yi represents a vector containing the true positive labels of a sample, Zi

represents the vector of predicted positive labels of the same sample, lk is the kth
label, I is the indicator function and N and K are the number of samples and labels,
respectively. Thus, the exact match ratio is the ratio of samples whose every label is
predicted correctly, and the Hamming loss is the average ratio of incorrectly predicted
labels per sample. These metrics expect binary labels and require binarizing the
prediction outputs by some threshold t, such that all predictions lower than t are
rounded to 0 and predictions greater than or equal to t are rounded to 1. Both the
exact match ratio and the Hamming loss range from 0 to 1, but for the exact match
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ratio, a value close to 1 is desired, whereas a good Hamming loss is close to zero.
Equations 13 and 14 assume that Z and Y are sets, however, they are in practice
binary vectors of length K. For such binary prediction and label vectors, the exact
match ratio can be computed as:

Exact match ratio = 1
N

N∑
i=1

min
k∈[1..K]

(Zik = Yik) (15)

and the Hamming loss can be computed using the logical xor-operator or using
absolute differences:

Hamming loss = 1
NK

N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

(Zik ⊕ Yik) = 1
NK

N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1
|Zik − Yik|. (16)

In addition to these sample-wise metrics, mean absolute error, true positive rates
and false positive rates were calculated as label-wise metrics (i.e. separately for both
fault labels). Furthermore, the true positive rates and false positive rates were used
to calculate the classification accuracies and plot receiver operator characteristic
(ROC) curves for the individual labels.

3.3 Software requirements and constraints
At a high level, the fault diagnostics cloud application had the following functional
requirements:

1. Listen to incoming QA test results and use a machine learning model to produce
fault diagnostics of the CBCT device based on the image slices included in the
QA test report.

2. Store the original QA results and the results of the fault diagnostics in the
cloud in such a way that they can be can be linked to each other and found
upon request, given the date and the device serial number.

In terms of environmental constraints, the application had to be integrated with
the existing IoT application provided by the device manufacturer. This integration
required access to the source data sent to the cloud by the local gateways, and
interfaces for client applications to access the processed data once it has been
stored in the cloud. In this case, an additional interface was also required between
the calibration software and the management (gateway) server, as the workstation
computers running the calibration software are generally not connected to the Internet.
The calibration software uploads data to the cloud via the gateway server each time
a QA test report is generated. Because the data comes from the calibration software
and not the device itself, the software must also somehow link the device information
to data upload. This linking information must be preserved when storing the results
of the analysis, so that clients can use the device information to query the results
at a later time. For traceability and debugging purposes, the diagnostics results
must also be linked to the original data in some way, so that the results of the fault
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diagnostics can be verified and possibly compared to new diagnostics algorithms in
the future.

Implementing the actual diagnostics requires to either perform the neural network
calculations locally and send them to the cloud (an edge or fog computing approach),
or to send the source data to the cloud and perform the calculations there (a cloud
computing approach). If cloud computing does not cause intolerable latencies, then
the latter, completely cloud-based, option may seem more attractive for at least the
following reasons:

• With the diagnostics code running in the cloud, changes or additions to it can
be made “on the fly”, without having to ship new versions of software and
support multiple versions simultaneously while waiting for the newest version
to be adopted everywhere (which might never happen).

• Unlike local file storage, storage in the cloud is virtually unlimited and therefore
historical source data can be stored for longer periods of time. Cloud datastores
can also be more easily configured for backups and redundancy (in some services,
such precautions may be automatically enabled by default).

• If the historical source data used for diagnostics is stored in the cloud alongside
the diagnostics outputs, these outputs can be more easily re-computed for
the same data set (which may be required e.g. if a bug is found in the data
processing pipeline or if the output data formats or the neural network model
are changed). According to [119], this is one of the core concepts of the lambda
architecture.

• Data collected to the cloud for diagnostics can be repurposed as training data
for new diagnostics models. This is perhaps the most convenient way to collect
large amounts of real data for training of models based on machine learning
methods. It could even be possible to allow users (e.g. technicians) to label
the data if faults are detected.

There are at least two ways in which uploaded reports could be processed in
the cloud: in real-time or in batches. In a real-time solution, diagnostics would
be performed as soon as new data arrives. In contrast, the batch solution would
periodically take a large batch of data to process. Since the data in question are QA
reports, they will not accumulate quickly, as routine QA tests are not conducted
frequently (some clinics have guidelines to perform QA tests regularly, e.g. once a
month, others may have no guidelines at all). If the processing of a single report is not
computationally expensive, it will almost certainly not cause buildup of unprocessed
reports, because of the low rate of report uploads. Therefore real-time processing
is feasible, and also desirable, because it would enable the person performing a QA
test to check the fault diagnostics results immediately instead of having to wait for a
batch processing job to be scheduled and finished. One particularly useful scenario
for this is in maintenance and support: if users notice signs of reduced image quality,
support staff may ask them to perform a QA test and then immediately access the
test results remotely. For this use case to be successful, the delay between sending
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the report to be analyzed and being able to access the results of the analysis should
be no more than a few minutes.

Because the device manufacturer’s IoT application is based on the Microsoft
Azure cloud computing platform [123], the fault diagnostics application was also
developed using this same platform, and was therefore limited to the services offered
there. This was not a problem, because the number of available and even competing
services within this platform was large. To minimize the amount of trial and error that
would have existed if all possible options had been considered for every task, an effort
was made to follow recommendations found in the Microsoft Azure documentation.
Therefore, the services and infrastructural components selected for use and the
configuration for setting them up were quite heavily based on adapting existing
examples for another (preferably similar) use case, which simplified development and
reduced the amount of custom design required.
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4 Results and discussion
Because the availability of data was crucial in order to be able to train and evaluate
the machine learning model, the first weeks of the work were spent almost entirely
on researching ways to reliably produce errors and developing the automatic data
collection. After that, since the data generation was mostly automated, other tasks
could be worked on while the full dataset was being collected. The model design and
application design tasks were performed partly in parallel, as were the tuning of the
data preprocessing and model training methods. Almost all of the cloud application
could be developed and tested without the final model, as an untrained dummy
model could be used instead. The changes required to the calibration software and
the cloud connection module of the management server’s software were made as
early as possible, whereas the implementation of the diagnostics service and the data
storage scheme were tuned until the very end of the project scope.

4.1 Data collection
The main limiting factors for the data generation were time, access to the CBCT
devices and the stability of the automation script. Performing one QA test sequence
takes about 15 minutes and preparations for setting up the device and tuning the
calibration settings to produce calibration errors add to this time. In particular,
changing the geometry calibration requires running an automated potentiometer
calibration sequence, which can take up to 20 minutes (this had to be done both
when setting the calibrations before running the test and when restoring the original
values after the test was finished). Access to the devices was limited because the
devices were mainly used for other purposes. Because of this, data generation was
often run outside of working hours, in the late afternoon or overnight, but the
automated data collection script rarely succeeded to perform more than 10 QA tests
in a row. There were two main reasons to this: firstly, the automation script itself
was based on scripted user interface actions which occasionally failed due to minor
randomness in the software or its runtime environment (such as longer loading times
than expected by the script, and unexpected application notifications that the script
was unable to handle). Secondly, running repeated tests in rapid succession caused
the X-ray tube to heat up, sometimes leading to failure of the automated imaging
sequence as the temperature rose too high (while this could have been addressed
by dismissing a warning message, waiting and retrying, the automation script was
unable to do so and thus could not recover from the situation). In order to prevent
tube head temperatures from rising too high too soon, a few minutes of idling was
added between test runs, but this did not completely prevent the issue. In total, 4
CBCT devices were used, roughly evenly to ensure the data was not biased towards
a particular device. A larger number of devices would of course have produced a
better sample set, but the number of devices was limited to the selection of devices
available at the testing facilities.

After generating the reports, the data sampling method described in section 3.1
resulted in 5408 training samples, 832 validation samples and 4872 testing samples.
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The distribution of the samples across the label space is shown in figure 9. The data
distribution is slightly skewed, with fewer collimation errors than geometry errors,
and an uneven distribution of label combinations. This is mainly because of the time
it took to develop reliable generation of images containing errors, which caused less
time to spend on generating these images. In comparison, the images without any
errors were more straightforward and quicker to produce, and consequently, more
of them were produced. In fact, some QA reports from errorless conditions were
even removed from the dataset, partly in order to balance the distribution between
the labels, and partly to balance the distribution of images from each device, as one
of the four devices was more easily available than the other ones. The skewness of
the label distribution may have some effect on the training performance, and on the
values of some of the evaluation metrics, which work best with a completely balanced
dataset. Fortunately, the label distributions of the training, validation and testing
data seem to be similar with respect to each other, so the metrics should at least be
comparable.

Figure 9: Distribution of labels in data set. The upper plot shows labelwise distribution across
samples. The lower plot shows samplewise label distributions: the first digit represents the precense
of geometry errors and the second digit corresponds to collimation errors (0 if no error, otherwise
1).

4.2 Model training and diagnostic performance
As discussed in section 3.2, the machine learning model used for the fault diagnostics
task consisted of a cut-off pretrained MobileNet base model and a custom classifier.
As no fine-tuning of the base model was done, only the custom classifier was trained.
Several different architectures were tried in an effort to reduce the validation loss
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and limit the amount of overfitting. The best classifier architecture that was found
is summarized in Table 1. This classifier was made simple and small, based on
the assumption that the features from the base model were of high enough quality.
The classifier begins with a batch normalization layer [126] to normalize the output
activations of the base model, since the base model’s original batch normalization
layers have been trained to normalize activations for a different dataset. After this
follows a 3x3 convolutional layer with ReLU activation and a 2x2 max pooling layer
with stride 2. This block of three layers is repeated, and after that follows a 3x3
convolutional layer with two filters and sigmoid activation, resulting in a 7x7 feature
map for each error. These feature maps are then fed into a global average pooling
layer which gives the final predictions. Such models, in which global pooling is used
to avoid fully connected layers completely have been used successfully before, e.g. in
the Network in network architecture [68]. Models with fully connected layers were
tried as well, but they resulted in similar or worse performance, while also having
more parameters.

Table 1: Classifier architecture. Each layer’s input shape is equal to the previous layer’s output
shape. The input to the classifier is the output of the cut-off pretrained MobileNet model and has
the shape 28×28×64. BN stands for batch normalization. For layers that use padding, the amount
of padding is such that it causes the output to be the same size as the input (when the stride is 1).

Layer type filter size
(filters)

stride /
padding

output
shape

activation params

BN - - 28×28×64 - 256
Conv 3x3 (64) 1 / yes 28×28×64 ReLU 36928
MaxPool 2x2 2 / no 14×14×64 - -
BN - - 14×14×64 - 256
Conv 3x3 (64) 1 / yes 14×14×64 ReLU 36928
MaxPool 2x2 2 / no 7× 7× 64 - -
Conv 3x3 (2) 1 / no 7× 7× 2 sigmoid 1154
AvgPool 7x7 1 / no 1× 1× 2 - -

Because the amount of training data was small, the popular dropout regularization
method [64] (which randomly sets a proportion of a layer’s activations to zero during
training), was tried as a way to reduce overfitting. The model was trained both
without dropout and with a dropout layer with 0.5 dropout rate applied before the
final convolutional layer. The results of the training with and without dropout can
be seen in Figure 10. These reported results are the best of three training runs for
both training configurations. Table 2 lists the loss function values of the final trained
models for each data set. These values seem to show that in this case, dropout does
very little to reduce overfitting, and in fact slightly increases all losses. With such a
small test set, losses can of course fluctuate when the performance on some subset of
the test samples changes greatly, and thus it is difficult to tell whether a small overall
difference should be credited to the regularization or simply to random chance. The
early stopping criterion is particularly sensitive to random fluctuations and noise, as
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it requires the validation loss to decrease at least every 20 epochs in order to keep the
training process running, and thus it is possible for “bad luck” to cause it to stop too
early. However, the model consistently performed worse with dropout than without
it. The ineffectiveness of dropout could perhaps be explained by the global pooling
strategy, which also acts as a regularizer [68]. That is, maybe dropout is simply
not needed with this other regularizer already in place. This seems to be supported
by the fact that dropout did in fact help when used with the models containing
fully connected layers. Although the models are overfitting (perfect accuracy is
achieved on the training data, while the losses on the test and validation sets are
higher), the final results on the test set are still quite good. The test loss is higher
than the validation loss in all cases. This is likely due to the early stopping and
model checkpointing strategies, which somewhat “optimize” for the validation loss.
Additionally, the validation set may have been somewhat biased because validation
and training samples were created from the same QA reports. Regardless of these
effects, however, the test and validation losses are still much closer to each other
than to the training loss.

Figure 10: Training progress for the two training configurations of the final model: (a) no regu-
larization, (b) Dropout regularization with 0.5 dropout rate. The training loss is the averaged
binary crossentropy. MAE is the average mean absolute error, and EMR is the exact match ratio
at binarization threshold t=0.5.

Table 2: Training, validation and test losses (average binary crossentropy) for the final models with
and without dropout. The best of three training runs are reported in both cases.

Configuration training loss validation loss test loss
Dropout 0.0379 0.1082 0.1370
No reg. 0.0124 0.0967 0.1209

Due to having the lowest test loss, the model trained without dropout was selected
for further evaluation. Table 3 lists the evaluation metrics computed for this model
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on the test set. Figures 11 and 12 show some of these metrics as functions of the
binarization threshold. Since the results of automated fault diagnostics are likely to be
reviewed by a human before any decisions are made, false positives may be preferred
over false negatives. Thus the sensitivity (true positive rate) could be given more
weight than specificity (true negative rate) when choosing the optimal binarization
threshold. Taking this into consideration, the best overall binarization threshold
seems to be around t=0.3, and therefore this value was used for the binarized metrics
reported in Table 3.

Figure 11: Sensitivity and specificity plots for both error types, computed for the final model.

Figure 12: Left: ROC curves for the classification both error types. Right: Exact match ratio and
Hamming as functions of the binarization threshold. Both have been calculated on the test set for
the final model.

The model performs worse on geometry errors than on collimation errors and
the sensitivity of the geometry error detection starts to decrease quickly as the
binarization threshold is increased. The same phenomenon is also seen for the
collimation errors, although somewhat more subtlely. This could be due to the fact
that some errors in the training data were very slight, even to the point that they are
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Table 3: Metrics of the fault classification results, computed on the test dataset. Mean absolute
errors (MAE) have been calculated both over the whole dataset (overall) and separately for true
and false examples. True positive rate, false positive rate and accuracy have been calculated with a
binarization threshold of t=0.3. The area under the ROC curve (ROC AUC) has been calculated
from the values plotted in Figure 12 using the trapezoidal rule.

metric score
exact match ratio (t=0.3) 0.9146
Hamming loss (t=0.3) 0.0427

geometry error collimation error
MAE (overall) 0.1130 0.0523
MAE (fault present) 0.2386 0.1349
MAE (fault absent) 0.0730 0.0161
ROC AUC 0.9835 0.9964
accuracy (t=0.3) 0.9321 0.9826
true positive rate (t=0.3) 0.9388 0.9563
false positive rate (t=0.3) 0.0701 0.0059

difficult to classify by humans as well. This is a result of the parametric automated
data generation script, which may randomly choose parameter combinations that
cause very little visual distortion in the image, despite technically being errors.
Considering that the models have better specificity than sensitivity and that the
mean average errors are higher when faults are present, it is likely that the model
gives more uncertain predictions for inputs wherein the errors are less clear. This
seems natural and may even be desirable, but results in difficult assessment of the
model quality, because a human cannot accurately label a sample to be e.g. a 70%
geometry error or a 40% collimation error. Thus, verifying the correctness of the
unbinarized predictions is almost impossible. Figure 13 shows an example of the
model behaving this way: the completely obvious geometry error is recognized with
a prediction score of 0.9998 whereas the less clear geometry error yields a much lower
prediction score of 0.7176. This behavior is seen with many images of the test set,
but on the other hand, the test set also contains images in which the errors are nearly
impossible to see, but the model scores a very high value nonetheless.

Even though the performance on the test set is good, the model performs much
better on the training set than on the test set, and is able to memorize the training
set with almost perfect accuracy. This indicates that overfitting occurs, despite the
regularizing effect of the global average pooling. The generalization could potentially
have been improved even further using, e.g., data augmentation or weight decay, or
by tuning the model architecture further. Data augmentation in the form of random
rotations and flips to the input images was in fact tried, but it resulted in inferior
performance, probably because the orientation of the actual images is always the
same and thus rotating the training images causes the augmented training data to
differ too much from the actual data. Other possible data augmentation schemes,
such as adding random noise to the inputs, might have worked better, but such
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Figure 13: Model predictions for two samples of the test set, both containing geometry errors.
The blue bar represents the model prediction and the orange bar represents the ground truth. In
this case, the clearer geometry error (top row) is recognized with much higher confidence than the
somewhat less clear error (the error in the bottom row can be found by examining the green circle
in the middle).

methods were not studied extensively and initial experiments did not bring any major
benefits. A major drawback of using data augmentation with this training setup
was that the precomputation of the base model’s outputs became impractical, as
the base model’s activations had to be computed separately for each training epoch.
This made training much slower and caused thorough experimentation with different
data augmentation strategies to be too slow a process for the time frame of this work.
Given the difficulty of tuning the data augmentation, collecting a larger dataset
would probably have been more straightforward.

Technically, the results reported above only show the model’s ability to recognize
errors of the four devices whose data it was trained on. A larger and more diverse
test dataset with data from a larger number of devices (and devices not represented
in the training data) would have given a more reliable estimate of the model’s ability
to recognize faults on any given device. Another way to test generalization to unseen
devices would have been to perform cross-validation tests in which the model is
trained and tested once for each device, using the data from that device as test data
and the data from all other devices as training data. Unfortunately, however, the
collected data was not balanced and diverse enough for such tests to be useful. For
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example, one of the devices was used mainly to collect geometry errors, and thus
performing the cross-validation with that device as the test device would have tested
almost only the recognition of geometry errors, and would also have significantly
reduced the amount of training data for that error type.

Initially, the model was trained to recognize an additional third error category
labeled “other error”, which in practice consisted of an unknown systematic error that
was present in all images of one of the CBCT devices. However, this error category
was later eliminated because it was found too specific to be useful, as it was visually
nearly identical in all of the images in which it appeared, and the model seemed to
learn to memorize it almost completely. In effect, including this error only taught
the model to recognize images from that specific device. It also seemed to dominate
the learning process, leading to slower learning of the other error categories. The
data set was resampled to simply ignore the labeling of this error type. Compared to
removing the images with these errors from the datasets, including them and ignoring
the error may either have made the model more robust (effectively being a sort of
data augmentation) or it may have mislead the model and decreased performance.
Further tests could be made in the future with these error images completely filtered
out from the training data.

4.3 Cloud application implementation
The cloud-based application was developed with an effort to minimize the changes
necessary to existing device manufacturer software and with an effort to prefer a
service-oriented architecture, so that individual components could be developed and
tested independently, and easily replaced with different implementations, if required.
Using cloud services nearly forces such an architecture, so the actual design effort
was rather small. The full diagnostics pipeline of the final application consists of the
following software components:

• Calibration software: creates the QA reports and sends them to management
server via HTTPS over the local network.

• Management server: runs a local HTTP server which listens to upload
requests from the calibration software. When an upload request is received, its
contents are streamed to the Report Storage and the filename of the uploaded
file is added to the Report Notification Queue (if the upload succeeds).

• Report Storage: a simple object storage, which allows uploading and down-
loading files.

• Report Notification Queue: a cloud-based first-in-first-out messaging queue
service, whose messages contain names of files in the Report Storage.

• Diagnostics Service: a continuously running service that waits for messages
to appear in the Report Notification Queue. Once a message arrives, the
Diagnostics Service downloads the file indicated in the message from the
Report Storage, processes the file and calculates the fault diagnostics results,
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after which it sends the results to the Diagnostics Storage. The diagnostics
are calculated using the trained machine learning model (whose weights are
uploaded to the service as a single binary file). To speed up processing, multiple
instances of the Diagnostics Service can work in parallel.

• Diagnostics Storage: a database containing diagnostics results calculated by
the Diagnostics Service. Results can be queried using the device serial number
and time ranges.

Workstations running the calibration software are rarely connected to the public
Internet, however, they are typically connected to the management server via a local
network. Therefore, the upload functionality was programmed so that the calibration
software sends all created reports via the management server. The server listens to
reports in the form of single HTTP messages containing the zip compressed report
as raw bytes in the request body. Upon receiving an upload request, the server
simply forwards the upload to an object store in the cloud, in this case an Azure
Blob Storage [127] container. Figure 14 shows the various components and their
interactions.

Figure 14: Interactions between the software components of the diagnostics pipeline. the cloud-
shaped components are hosted in the cloud.

As the application was designed to perform diagnostics reactively in (nearly)
real-time, a choice had to be made concerning how the data acquisition and processing
was to be handled. Firstly, there is a need for some kind of notification system
for arriving QA reports. Possibly the simplest solution is a single message queue,
which allows consumers to subscribe to messages in the queue and perform actions
based on the message content. A simple message queue is appropriate in this case
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because there is only one type of message and these messages do not occur very
frequently (therefore, sophisticated event streaming systems, like Microsoft Azure
EventHubs [128] could have been overkill). Microsoft Azure offers such queues via
the Azure Service Bus [129] cloud messaging service, which was the service used for
this implementation.

The queue based messaging solution naturally leads to a publisher-subscriber or
producer-consumer scheme. If needed, the queue also allows for easy parallelization
as many consumers can listen to the same queue and obtain messages in a first in first
out fashion where each message can be guaranteed to be consumed only once. In this
use case, consumers listen to a queue with messages about arrived QA reports and
their location within a cloud storage container (an Azure Blob Storage container).
There is some overhead in consumer applications due to downloading files from the
cloud storage after receiving a message (as opposed to directly subscribing to binary
file streams), but this overhead is small (less than 200 ms), due to the small size
of the compressed reports and the relatively high network bandwidth of the virtual
machines. Depending on the queue implementation, it could be technically possible
to send the files directly as byte messages in the queue, but it might have an impact
on queue performance. Besides, Azure Service Bus queues limit the maximum size
of a single message to 256 KB [130] (in the Standard pricing tier), which is less
than the size of a compressed QA test report file. Storing the data elsewhere and
providing only a link to the data in the message also makes it much easier to process
already stored data on demand. Such on-demand processing may be required for
processing historical data or data stored by other means (e.g. uploaded manually) or
for re-processing already processed data if the processing logic is changed.

For the message consuming application (the Diagnostics Service), the Azure
Functions [131] service was initially considered. The service allows triggering a
predefined procedure (function) based on some event, including Service Bus messages
and events from Blob Storage uploads. Technically it would have been possible
to create an Azure Functions based application in which each function would load
the machine learning model, perform the diagnostics and store the results in a
cloud-based datastore. This was tried but it was not found to be practical, because
initializing the libraries and loading the model had to be done at the beginning
of every function invocation, due to the fact that Azure Functions are designed to
be stateless and have no (or at least no officially supported) way of sharing state
between invocations. The startup and initialization phase takes more time than
processing a single QA report, so it seemed wasteful to have to do it every time. It
was also not found to be very convenient to include custom libraries and files in an
Azure Functions application. A possible workaround could have been to create a
function that simply calls an external service, e.g. via HTTP. However, that would
have required setting up and configuring both Azure Functions and an HTTP-based
diagnostics service, and the only benefit offered by Azure Functions would then have
been the off-the-shelf triggering mechanism. Instead, one can simply program the
triggering functionality into the service itself (the functionality essentially consists
only of listening to the message queue) and set the service to run continuously as
a process on a virtual machine. This way, the service could also be more easily
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developed and tested on a local machine, as dedicated tools for testing and debugging
specific Azure services (like Azure Functions) locally were consequently not needed.

Linking the diagnostics results to the source data is easy enough to do since the
diagnostics consumers subscribe to messages containing data download locations and
thus inherently know the location of the source data. If the results are stored in
a queryable datastore, a column, key or property containing this information can
simply be added to the record. Microsoft Azure supports several different NoSQL
datastores, most notably the document store Cosmos DB (previously Document DB)
[132] and the key-value store Azure Table Storage [133]. Out of these two options,
Cosmos DB is more powerful for complex queries and indexing, whereas Azure Table
Storage only allows indexing by one key (and partitioning by another key). On
the other hand, the pricing models of these two services are quite different. Both
Cosmos DB and Table Storage charge for data storage by gigabyte per month, with
Cosmos DB charging 0.2109 e/GB/month [134] and Table Storage charging between
0.038 e/GB/month and 0.1012 e/GB/month [135] (as of March 2018). Transaction
charges for Azure Table Storage are 0.000304 e/10000 transactions, whereas Cosmos
DB charges per reserved request units (i.e., maximum allowed throughput), with
0.0068 e per 100 request units per hour, with a minimum of 400 request units
(resulting in the minimum transaction cost of 400 · 0.000068 = 0.0272 e per hour).
Thus, data storage in Cosmos DB is always more expensive than in Table Storage,
and one would need to perform more than 10000 · 0.0272/0.000304 ≈ 895000 Table
Storage transactions per hour in order for Cosmos DB to be cheaper in terms of
transaction costs. Because the key-value storage model (with a carefully designed
effective key format) was considered to be enough for this use case, Azure Table
Storage was selected mainly due to the lower price. Should the Table Storage solution
prove too limited, transitioning to Cosmos DB should be straightforward, because
Azure Cosmos DB includes a Table Storage API (i.e., one can use Cosmos DB with
the same queries as one would use Table Storage).

In Azure Table Storage, the combination of the PartitionKey and the RowKey
makes up the full primary key of a row (entity), and queries specifying the Partition-
Key and RowKey are more efficient due to the partitioning and indexing schemes
[136]. These keys should therefore be chosen so that they enable the most common
queries to be point queries (i.e., queries where the entire primary key is specified
exactly), which give the best performance. After point queries, the second most
efficient queries are range queries that specify the entire PartitionKey but a range
of RowKeys (using the =, ̸=, <, ≤, > and ≥ comparison operators and the logical
AND operator) [136]. The most important properties for querying diagnostics results
are the device serial number and the date. Thus, the diagnostics service stores the
fault diagnostics results into rows in Azure Table Storage, where the PartitionKey
and RowKey properties are designed to enable efficient queries based on the device’s
serial number and the date. The entire storage format is the following:

• PartitionKey: the serial number (i.e., the data for each device are stored in
separate partitions).

• RowKey: a zero-padded lexicographically reversed Unix timestamp (i.e. number
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of seconds since January 1st 1970) corresponding to the time the QA test was
finished, with 1 minute resolution. For example, if the report was generated
on January 29th 2018 at 14.39 UTC, then the Unix timestamp would be
1517236740 and the RowKey would be 000476327151, when padding to 12
characters (enough to support dates up to the year 33658).

• TimeStamp: autogenerated human readable UTC timestamp string correspond-
ing to the time of adding the record to Table Storage.

• The file name of the source file in Azure Blob Storage.

• A hash of the source file contents (bytes).

• A hash of the file containing the weights of the machine learning model.

• The version number of the custom made Python library used to operate the
machine learning model.

• The actual fault diagnostics results, serialized as a JSON string.

The row key is designed to allow direct time based lookup and filtering. The
reversing and zero-padding is done to keep the newest record at the top, as Table
Storage rows are always returned in ascending lexicographical order. This way, it is
possible to efficiently query the N latest diagnostics results by limiting the number
of rows returned. Such a query is likely to be the most commonly used one.

The hash of the source data can be used to check the results of a specific file that
is known to have been sent. This could be utilized in the calibration software for
displaying results in its user interface: it could simply compute the hash of the sent
data package and poll the results from the cloud using the computed hash. The hash
value can also be used to verify that the file transmission has been successful, i.e.
the hashes computed by the calibration software and the diagnostics service must
match, or else data corruption or tampering can be suspected. Similarly, the hash of
the model weights can be used to check the model used for creating the diagnostics.
Because the source data hash is not part of the primary key, searching by it requires
a partition scan, which is slower than optimal. In many cases, however, the filtering
by source data can be done client-side, after selecting the top N latest rows. For
example, when the calibration software is polling for the results calculated for a
report it has recently uploaded, it only needs to retrieve the latest row and check
whether it is the row of interest (assuming that no other QA tests for the same device
have been performed since).

The diagnostics results are the numerical outputs of the machine learning model,
predicted for a number of 3-channel slice combinations extracted from the report in
the same way as described earlier. Considering multiple such combinations instead
of just one should give a better confidence of the results, however, there may be an
effect of diminishing returns as the number of combinations is increased. The current
implementation uses three samples and reports the minimum, maximum and average
predictions for these samples. Thus, this result does not contain a final verdict for
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whether a fault is present or not, only values in the (0, 1) range, which users of the
fault diagnostics service can tune their own thresholds for. The thresholds can be
tuned using the sensitivity and specificity measures reported earlier, depending on
whether one wishes to minimize false positives or false negatives.

Processing a single report, including receiving the message from the queue,
performing the prediction and storing the results, takes a few (quite reliably less
than 5) seconds. This is probably quick enough to allow running the diagnostics
service on a single node, because it is unlikely that QA reports will be uploaded
at a rate higher than once per month per connected device. However, if necessary,
the diagnostics service can be scaled by increasing the number of nodes running the
service. Microsoft Azure allows this scaling to be automated based on customizable
rules for various metrics such as CPU or memory usage. With such low upload rates,
write throughput in Azure Table Storage is also unlikely to be a concern.

The core of the diagnostics service is a minimal Python script consisting of only
284 lines of code. The script itself is easier to maintain and test than the infrastructure
of scripts and configuration files needed to configure the cloud service for running
it on the virtual machine. In addition to this script, the diagnostics service uses
the Python library that was developed for training and loading the model. As long
as the library version running in the diagnostics service is the same as the version
used to train the model, the model can be changed or updated by uploading the files
containing its weights and structure to the virtual machine running the diagnostics
service. Unfortunately, changing only these two files requires re-deploying the entire
cloud service, which is somewhat of an inconvenience. Thus, a further improvement
would be to upload these files to a separate object store and modify the diagnostics
service to download these files each time it starts.
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5 Conclusion
This thesis has presented a solution for cloud-based fault diagnostics of CBCT
devices using transfer learning with deep convolutional neural networks. A cloud-
based application listens to incoming quality assurance test reports and performs
fault diagnostics of two types of calibration errors in nearly real-time. The diagnostics
results are stored in a key-value datastore with a key naming scheme designed for
efficient lookup of the most common types of queries. The application is intended
to be developed further and to eventually be integrated into an existing IoT service
that allows monitoring clinic and device statistics. When combined with logs and
usage statistics collected from the devices, the fault diagnostics will provide a useful
addition to the device monitoring capabilities already provided by the service. The
fault diagnostics application should also bring more value to the quality assurance
tests, because it will be able provide nearly instant feedback on the test results, notify
users if faults are detected, and provide information about the causes of the faults
and how they may be fixed. The main things that still need to be done in order to
reach a complete working product are related to how the diagnostics information
should be presented to users, as it is not yet very useful to only store the data without
providing any way for end users to access it. However, because developing a user
interface requires substantial amounts of time and design, it did not fit within the
scope of this thesis.

In Section 3, two concrete research questions were formulated for this thesis. The
answers to these questions seem relatively clear:

Q: Can QA image data and machine learning methods be used to accurately recognize
calibration errors of CBCT devices?

A: Yes, at least the two error types studied here can be recognized with over 90%
accuracy. This does not seem surprising considering that the problem of classifying
images into a maximum of two classes is somewhat trivial compared to the current
state of the art that can be achieved using deep neural networks. It is likely that
similar methods can be used to recognize many other types of errors as well, at least
if they can be recognized by human observers. However, it is not yet known how
well the multi-label fault diagnostics developed in this work scales to more than two
error classes, as there are likely to be hundreds of possible error types. Because the
model was trained with data from only four devices, the reliability of these results is
not strongly guaranteed when considering generalization to new devices not present
in the training data. Thus, further experiments are required to establish a better
understanding of how well the model performs on data from unseen devices. Transfer
learning simplifies the process of model selection and implementation, and reduces
the amount of time required for model training. However, the transfer learning
method is clearly not immune to overfitting, as the performance on the test set was
clearly worse than the performance on the training set. It also seems probable that
the model trained on these four devices is overfitted to recognize faults from these
particular devices, and that training the model with a more diverse dataset from a
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much larger set of devices might result in a better overall generalization.

Q: How can existing devices, software and cloud resources be used together to
implement a fault diagnostics application that can be integrated with an existing
IoT application?

A: While it is always challenging to develop a new application using several existing
components not originally designed to work together, service-based architectures
make this (and adding other components in the future) easier by forcing a loose
coupling due to only exposing the communication interfaces. Cloud service providers
offer large numbers of useful services that can easily be taken into use, eliminating at
least some of the need to design and develop entire systems and services from scratch.
Much of the work is then concerned with connecting the existing software to these
cloud services. In this case, modifications to the device software were not necessary,
because the calibration software already has the required device information when
performing QA tests and device calibrations. The required modifications to the
calibration software and the cloud connectivity module of the management server
were minimal, since existing network infrastructure enabled creating a simple HTTP
service to connect the two applications. The cloud connection module is unaware of
what actually happens in the cloud, as it only uploads reports to a storage container
and adds messages to a queue. Similarly, the diagnostics service itself has no direct
connection to any of the other components, as it simply listens to incoming reports,
processes them and stores them in a specified format, which any client can use to
access the processed data.

Even though the results of the implemented fault classification are limited only
to two error types, they show that image recognition using convolutional neural
networks can be effective for detecting and diagnosing faults that lead to changes
in image quality. The transfer learning approach is a convenient and quick way
to train a baseline model to compare more elaborate designs against, and already
gives quite good results itself, even when training on a small dataset. From a fault
diagnostics perspective, these machine learning methods are useful when creating
detailed models would be too difficult. However, reliably verifying the quality of such
black box fault diagnostics would probably require a much larger and more diverse
test dataset based on real world data. Thus, the methods used in this work should be
viewed mostly as a proof of concept and can probably be significantly improved upon
in further research. In particular, future work could address the following issues:

1. extension of the fault diagnostics to a wider range of faults

2. extension of the fault diagnostics to patient images

3. a system for collecting labeled data from real-world operating conditions

4. fault diagnostics based on 3D volumes or raw frames rather than image slices

5. automated prognostics and/or decision support
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6. exploration of better machine learning models
One of the drawbacks of the application presented in this thesis is its reliance on

quality assurance (QA) images. Thus, if QA tests are not performed, no diagnostics
will be performed either and, perhaps even more importantly, no images will be
collected, because the current pipeline only receives images from the results of these
quality assurance tests. If the image collection could be extended to patient images,
it would enable collecting a large database of real images, which could be used to
develop better fault diagnostics models, and may be useful for other purposes as well.
Collection of these patient images is problematic at least for legal and technical reasons.
The legal challenges of collecting potentially identifiable patient data could possibly
be circumvented by anonymizing the images using some irreversible transformation
or feature extraction process. For example, part of the neural network fault classifier
(e.g. the whole pretrained model in the transfer learning case) could be deployed
with the imaging software, and its outputs could be calculated locally and sent to
the cloud instead of the original images. This would make patient recognition from
the data stored in the cloud much more difficult or even impossible. The technical
problems are related to handling of the image data over the network and in the cloud,
since patient images, unlike QA images, will truly be big data, especially if entire
3D reconstructions or raw frames are collected. Patient images may also present
challenges for the image recognition, because models will have to learn to distinguish
between faults and variations in patient anatomy. Furthermore, collecting a large
labeled dataset of patient images for supervised machine learning is also a challenging
task.

The machine learning methods used in this work show promise for future de-
velopment. There is certainly room for improvement and almost infinitely many
possibilities regarding changes that could be made to the model architecture, hy-
perparameters and training strategies. However, because of the enormous space of
possible choices, it is reassuring to know that one can obtain useful results already
with a simple model trained on features extracted from a popular model pretrained
on a completely different dataset. For future models, it may also be worth exploring
other data sources besides image data, and to consider methods that process the data
as a sequence of past values, rather than just a single value at a time (e.g., detecting
a change in typical device behavior and predicting the causes and consequences).
Simply collecting more data is also also a valuable goal, as the results presented
here were produced on a rather small dataset, whose size was increased by creating
many combinations of the original image slices. The data generation method used in
this research is also quite limited and does not scale to hundreds of different error
types. Furthermore, artificially generated faults may not represent real world fault
conditions realistically. Therefore data would ideally have to be collected from real
world sources, either from data uploaded to the cloud or from test images taken in
the last stage of device production.

Experience gained while working on this thesis seems to confirm that cloud
computing offers powerful and relatively convenient off-the-shelf tools for a large
variety of tasks, reduces the need to reinvent the wheel, and makes it possible to
quickly develop applications even without a deep understanding of the underlying
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technologies. Even though some tuning and design is still always needed (e.g., to
select which services to use and what formats to use for data storage), good results
can be obtained simply by reading the documentation and examples, and adapting
the knowledge acquired from them to the problem at hand. Using these services, a
single person can implement applications in a matter of weeks, which might otherwise
take experienced teams months or longer to develop and set up. However, it should be
noted that the application developed as part of this thesis is a small-scale application
and the volume, diversity and accumulation rate of the data are relatively small.
If analysis of patient images is added, it is likely that the cloud implementation
must be revised in order to handle the much larger volumes of data. Still, the main
challenge will probably not be to meet the functional requirements, but to create a
truly scalable, efficient and cost-effective solution tailored to the needs of the system’s
users.

Overall this work has taught me quite much about machine learning, and has
inspired me to continue studying its latest developments and applications. Interest-
ingly, the understanding of cloud computing has remained more superficial. This
might simply be a testimony to the ease of use that cloud services can offer: in
fact, developing cloud applications has felt just like developing any other application.
Considering what can be done in the future with the help of cloud computing and
artificial intelligence, simple fault diagnostics is likely just the tip of the iceberg, but
for now it is a very valuable start.
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